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Specialist

For sixteen years I have fitted glasses to defective eyes and nothing else—that makes me a

specialist.

If your eyea trouble you In any way,
and If you want expert advice In regard to the
same, come to the man who Is a specialist, who
does one thing only. No charge for eye examinations or consultation.
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England
hired help,

I read some time ago in New
an

article

on

written bj "the hired man." And I oan
not aay that I can agree with him on all
pointa. He evidently consider· bat one
side of the question, that of the hired
man.
I have seen hard work and am
well acquainted with it Have farmed
it for myself and as hired man. I believe that nowadays farmers, as a rale,
pay all they can afford to, perhaps not
willingly, bat for the simple reason that
they must. Men who got from 915 to
9*20 per month ten years ago now get 920
to
930 and shorter hoars. Take it
through Maine at the present time, I
venture to say the farm hand has as
good a job as the average sbophand. It
is true they have longer hoars, bat
speaking from experience, they frequently have days with but little except
choree to do. And there is always a
team to drive evenings which the shop
hand must pay from 91 to 92 for.
Wages m a rule are from 918 to 928, or
130 by the year and board and washing.
"Hired Man" says "the farmer gets
all" of the money. Well—guess I did
not understand it for I know when farming on my own book I did not get 925
per month. As I heard an old hayseed
once say, "If you work hard and don't
drink you will get a living, but you
can't wear no clothes." It is not as bad
as all that nowadays, but I think it must
be a good farm well managed to give
hired men over 925 per month. "Hired
Mau" certainly struck a bard place. I
have had better luck, I got 925 per
month, began work at 5, had sapper at
6, and teams to drive when I wanted
them. Inside work on rainy days, and
That may seem
one Sunday a month.
email money to the shopband, but I
venture to say when be pays for his
board and washing he will have but
very little more.
I know meu who get their help up at
3:30 or 4, work them as late as they can,
never let them have a team and get
every minute's work possible out of
tbem. I have never seen such have a
Hret-class man for the simple reason
that good men will not stand it.
I have hired men, so know (as anyone
will admit) that some men are worth
nearly twice as much as others. Brains
are as necessary on the farm as much,
and perhaps more, with modern machinery to do the greater part of the
work. So if a man is expecting big
money on a farm he must have bis trade
well learned.
"Hired Man" says "I am going to
pay my farm hand 930 per month for 13
months in the year." I think if he does
be will change his mind about as to who
gets the most money, unless he finds
better men than it was my fortune to
find. Tou will find men who will not
use the "boss" right just as the boss
who fails to use his men right.
Let us bear from both sides on this
very important subject.—Cor. in Maine
Parmer.
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The

Marathon

He pause,1 for a moment to think
of it, to tarn it over, to taste it
"Weil," be continued at laet, "he
secures the necklace, throws away
the bottle and probably goes down to
the wnlet'd edge to wash bis hands."
"Did lie take the necklace with him

—

Mystery

^ Story of Manhattan

'

By BURTON E. STEVENSON
A.Mth«r of

"The

Case"

Holladay

to tbe bouse?" I asked.

said
"No,"
Godfrey decidedly.
"There was no reason whatever for
him to run that risk. He had doubtless picked out a safe biding place for
It in the afternoon. Tbe necklace once
deposited tbere, be burries back to tbe
bouse, climbs up to tbe balcony and
re-enters bis room. He assures himself
that tbere are no blood stains on bim
anywhere, then he moves his table
near the window and sits down to wait

NUMBER 6.
whole story now; only I assure you, on
my word, that I've evidence against

tbe man whicli will convict him of one
murder and perhaps of two. Is that

enough?"
"Tee," said Simmonds instantly, and
he opened a drawer from which be
took a pistol and a pair of handcuffs.
"All right," be added, turning back
to us.
"That1 s good.

too, though."

Better have a lantern,

"Think so Γ
He took down a little dark lantern,
lighted it, tested it and put it in his

I could, "I think uot. I

never saw

bi

one."

"I thought you said Cecily took thi *
one with her."
"So she did—wait; I didn't see 1 ι·
Slie had a cover over the cage."
Godfrey's face paled suddenly.
"Good God!" he murmured.
A giddiness seized me. I clutched t
a chair for support.
It had been no accident.
She ha
left Fe-Fe behind to avenge her—an
what a vengeauee! She had not laugl
ed and forgotten!
Then In a Hash I understood that lac
strange scene—the change in Cecily a
she stood watching us from the dec
of the receding boat, the pressln K
against the rail, the frantic effort t 0
shout a message to Tremalne.
Sh
had releuted, she did not wish to kl
him, she loved him yet! But of tha
warning he hud caught only a singl
word.
"The bed!" I cried. "The bed!"

J:

Happy Derivation·.
There are some very funny etorle·
told about the derivations of words
since people are likely to twist their

language into struuge forms. Thus,
the pope Is even today railed by the
nauie "pontlfex," which boys In the
Latin class all know Is taken by him
from the title of the old Uomau priests.
Now "pontlfex" means bridge builder,
and it is true that the Roman priests
in the early days of the republic were
in charge of bridge·, but probably It
should lie "pomptlfex," meaning "maker of ceremonies."
Many of you have
wondered what the priest bad to do
with bridge building, and this little
change of "nt" to "mp" makes the
whole matter clear.
An astonishing derivation is that of
the word "stranger," which we are told
comes from the Greek word ex, or out
of. Abjurd as this seems, it is easy to
Kx means out, from or
under; t; u I.
away, the sumo word as the Latin ex;
hence comes extra.
Then conies the
Latin extmneus, which means outside.
The oid French word, from this,
estrange, means an outsider, but
estran;'" gave us the word etniuger
by dropping the s and stranger by
dropping the e.
After this serious example we shall
not be surprised at the old joke that
derived the town name "Mlddletown,"
from "Moses." by dropping tlie "lddletown" and adding "oses."—St. Nicholas.

pocket
Copyright. 1904, ky Henry Holt and Company
"Now I'm ready.
Have we far to
^
World.)
go?"
Born in a«ection of the country where
and by just lltat much be fell below
the Morgan horse held sway as a family
"Oh, no; Just across the street."
CHAPTER XXX.
Simmonds started with astonishhorse, as a road horse and as a source of
perfection. I think he probably ad- for Drysdale's return.
until
the
click
click
%τ
regular
ment.
profit in the market, I have never lost
ministered the chloroform by pouring
"As soon as he bears him enter his
of the wheels told me that
the love which I early learned to have
"You don't mean the Marathon?" be
it upon one corner of the sheet and
which
did
lie
the
letters
were
well
under
we
room
of
that
breed.
The
Morhorses
the
for
gathers up
way
said.
throwing it over young Graham's face. he
the
not
did
as
a
written
the
mind
to
of
I
had,
gans,
during
Godfrey ; No doubt the odor would have been
possess
course,
family,
opeu my
"Just that."
And
higher rate of speed which characterized
afternoon and goes downstairs.
then I spoke with what I deemed a
"But who is it we're going after?"
next morning had any one
perceptible
the Hambletonians, but they had enough
serihere
he
makes
his
most
Is
that
it
necessary frankness.
"A fellow named Tremaine."
thought to look for it. There was only ous mistake. He fancies,
of that desirable quality to make them
"Right!" agreed Godfrey lnclslvelj
perhaps, that
'•My dear Godfrey," I began, "I've
"Troniaine!"
Simmoads' face grew and walked to the bedroom door. I
formidable opponents on the road to the
#ne point in the whole case," he added
he Is to have only the country police to
watched you all day, smelling bottles,
blanker and blanker. "Why, I know an instant the Inner room was ablaz
horses of any other breed they happened
thoughtfully, "that was utterly at va- deal
with—only your Heffelbowers— him. He's been in here to see me. He
examining scratches, trying to read riance with
to meet, and their intelligence, surewith light.
He urmed himself wit ^
uiy theory—and it worried
he
the
that
he
must
clinch
thnt
marks
on
a
nail,
falut
ink
blotter,
puzzling
footedness, endurance, sound conformadoesn't seem at all tbe kind of fellow •ne of Treinaine's
me badly for a time."
canes, and togethe r
his
make
the
evidence
cannot
various
and
a
broken
cane
over
made
against
doing
tion and love for companionship
who would"—
"What was that?" I asked.
we approached the bed.
be
when
too
So
of
victim
from
which
lover
to
the
real
other
eccentric
pluces
horses, simply
strong.
you
things
them,
"So ho!" cried Godfrey. "It was you
"That was the story the Jailer told
"Beady, now," he su id, and with
his letters In the bag on tbe hall rack
seemed to draw conclusions utterly inperfection for road and family use. The
who told him about the clippings?"
sudden movement stripped back th
us—that Miss Croydon believed Drysthe
at
extreme
for
rush
of
speed
also
tears
off
tbe
button
he
popular
top
visible to me. I've heard you assure
Simmonds
colored
to
the
eyes.
dale guilty. But you have seen how
covers.
But there was nothing unde
trot, and the undoubted superiority of
Drysdale's raincoat
both Drysdale and Miss Croydon that
"Who told you that?" he stammered. them.
the Hambletonian family, in that renaturally that was explained. I knew
"lie returns to the ball, talks with
the former will be cleared of suspicion
"No matter; it didn't do any harm;
"The pillow, perhaps," he said, an j
spect, caused the Morgans to be neglectthen, in that Instant, that I was on the Delroy; the storm comes up, and young
at tomorrow's inquest and that the real
ed by all but the few of their devotees
right track—that nothing could defeat Graham rushes In. Tbey run down to played right into our bunds, in fact. turned it over.
You'll
out.
be
will
pointed
culprit
who could not forget their many good
But you didn't show your usual perme. But let us go back to the begin- the
There was a quick movement, a sof t
pier, kneel beside the body, try to
pardon me if I confess to some curiqualities Men who left the farms of
I'd like you to point out any discover signs of life—and Tremnlne spicacity there, Simmonds. That fel- hissing, α vicious head raised itsell
ning—and
acYork
for
be
New
all
is
to
northern
as
how
this
to
Vermont and
osity
low is the most remarkable scoundrel two eyes of orange fire glared at us.
flaws you see in the story."
adroitly shuts tbe button within the
the great cities, after they had achieved
Tlir firvrn of Kntrlialt Ι.η>τη·.
complished."
I've ever run across. Perhaps It's juet
I said and settled back dead man's hand.
I heard the swish of Godfrey's cam
well.
"Very
Lesdear
felt
a
in
business
Thnt,
my
success
circles,
longiug
"Did you see her face as she came
The human soul is so made that
as well I never met him, or he'd have
and the head fell. Fe-Fe would worl
In the seat to listen.
to ride behind the sweet-tempered, trapI
the
whole
Is,
story."
ter,
fancy,
through that door, Lester?" he asked,
green is one of its most delectable
me too. Come along."
no more evil.
"ïremaine had two very powerful
I smoked on for a moment in silence, hypnotized
py gaited, enduring horses which played
staring absently at the seat In front
Hlggius was just shutting tbe inner
And then as I looked more closely a t aesthetic experience*. The color is not
so important a part in their lives in the
of this turning It over In my mind with a
for
the
commission
motives
of us. "I tell you, it warmed the heart
exciting, like red. nor stimulating, like
doors.
old home, and were surprised to learn
the colls I perceived something els
"He needed certain sense of disappointment
of even au old reprobate like me! And crime," began Godfrey.
that it was almost impossible to get
"Do you know whether or not Mr. there
something bright, iridescent yellow, nor exalting and Inspiring, like
and :ould take no more from
"It may be true," I said. "It seems to
money
he
added.
we
It!"
think
that
did
to
blue; it is simply soothing, satisfying,
them. The few which were purchasable
Miss Croydon, since he was trying hold together, but, after all,, there Isn't Tremaine is In his rooms?" asked God- glowing.
"To think thut we did it!"
found buyers at big prices and as the
delicious. It Is the human
frey.
lifted the mangled body witl ( reviving.
was
He
affections.
win
her
Godfrey
to
How
evidence
of
in
a
bit
it.
seriously
Morpositive
demand for the "old-fashioned
"You did it," I corrected. "I was
sir; he went up about an hour the end of his cane and threw it Inti ( color. If there be planets on whose
"Yes,
the
out
of
to
determined
Trea
to
get
Drysdale
that
we
convince
are
to
efforts
jury
began
gans" began to increase,
in the chorus today—you had the censurface green Is η color as rare as Is
ago."
the middle of the l>ed. Then he ben t
be noticed, here and there, to supply the
way under circumstances as discred- maine really did all these things?"
ter **f the stage."
blue 011 ours, our race would speedily
have
a key to bis door?"
"You
loss
and
the
a
over
what
necklace.
in
realized
that
who
confident
picked up—
demand. Men
Godfrey blew a great smoke ring out
I itable as possible,
'•But you don't mind, Lester?
Dut I
and die out there.
languish
sir."
horse
"Yes,
the
of
"I
was
sure
we
should
find
it
the extinction
Morgan
here,'
that case he would himself win Miss over the seat In front of us.
couldn't help it. you know."
of course, of the perfect green,
speak,
and
with
us
to
want
you
go
up
would be, scoured the country to find
"We,
he said. "But look at it. Isn't It beau
Which," he added in a
"I agree," he said, "that we haven't
"Of course you couldn't—that's where Croydon.
the green of English lawns. Other
the dour."
mares and stallions, typical of the breed,
tiful?"
aside, "from what you've as yet any direct evidence against open
you belong. But now that the cur- thoughtful
greens there are, cold or trivial or
and possessing as many lines to Justin
come!"
Hlggins.
"Oh,
protested
Imwas
at
all
was
su
think
more
than
that—it
I
don't
It
me
of
told
be
this
whole
him,
It
that
Tremaine.
may
tain's down and we're alone together
muddy or crude, which «Ιο but irritate
Morgan, through his meritorious de"That's going It pretty strong. What's
structure will fall to pieces about my
perb; not dead white now, but warm or depress us, and there are blue
with plenty of time to talk, I'd like to possible."
scendants, as possible. These men were
Tremaine done?"
Mr.
life.
Was
it
the
«alt
oi
full
of
bebath,
"Not in the least," I agreed. "I
Che pioneers in the movement to save
understand"—
greens and gray greens, well enough in
"No matter. There's no u e holding was it that the cloud had been remov
the Morgan horse from total extinction
"And you shall—down to the minutest lieve Tremaine could win any woman
their places, and In the caves of ice·
here
can place
Simmonds
Iliggins.
off,
is
ed forever from its owner's life? Λ; 1
iud the fruit of their labors
already
detail. Let's see—this Is the smoker, he really set his heart on."
bergs spiritual greens that exercise α
to
arrest
and
force
under
are
go."
you
the
you
for
Morgans
becomiug apparent,
"At auy rate, he learns of Dryedale's
isn't it? Well, suppose we light up—
weird enchantment. But for the garsaid
turnIn
own again.
set
here."
their
to
back
Higgins,
"Well,
:oming
I can think more clearly when I'm jealousy and of Miss Croydon's promment of the mighty, round earth no
Vermont, New York, Pennsylvania,
lug a little pale, "If you break in on
ise to explain things. He sees thaf at
other green is more worthy than this
smoking."
Ohio and Illinois there are breeding
hiin like tkat there's apt to be some
exthat
"All right; lire away," I said, as soon any hazard he must prevent
of England; none otlier touches so inîstablishraenta devoted to the producbullets flyin' arouud. He's h at headed,
as the cigars were? going.
planation. Monday morning be comes
tion of the Morgan and they have gone
wardly the heart of man. No wonder
lie is. I wish you'd excuse me. Here's
far enough in the work now so that it
that Falsti'flf on his deathbed babbled
"Well," began Godfrey, "as I pointed to town with Delroy, and the latter
can't you open the door
the
key.
Why
out to you this morning, for good and tells him that he (pteuds giving the
uay truthfully be said that, not only has
of green lields. For my dying eyes I
yourself?"
;he Morgan breed been saved, but that
suillcient reasons. I started out In this necklace the suit water treatment.
couid desire no happier vision than the
ami
assented
"That'll
do,"
it
Godfrey
t has been saved in a way to make
levels of an Knglish lawn
investigation with the assumption of You'll remember it was Tremaine who
gracious
tbe
was
in
the
took
it
than
valuable
key.
>ven more
Tremaine's guilt."
origiuaily proposed this, though be
in the gentle sunshine of u
steeped
stairs
and
the
We
went
)ld days. A few years ago, at the Pansoftly up
Don't Sell the Cows.
"Of course," I observed, "you know could scarcely at that time have foreI summer afternoon.—Julian Hawthorne
\merican Exposition, I saw the Morgan
down the. dimly lighted corridor to
We wonder how many of our dairyto start
seen what would come of it."
In Atlantic.
itallion, White River Morgan, ana a men realize what a draft is being made It Is the duty of every Jury
Tremaine'» door. We could see by the
"Mere chance," I nodded.
out with exactly the contrary assumplumber of his get, and they aroused in
transom that the room was dark.
the cattle
on the cow
by
population
"Well, Tremaine takes the early train
tion."
Old Miip of 'lurjluiiil nnd \ Irulula.
ne all the old admiration I had, as a
"I want to surprise him," whispered
buyers, who have a select market in
back to Edgetnere and lays his plans.
joy, for the horses of the Morgan breed. Massachusetts, and can obtain very long
At the l'ca!»ody Iil>rary is au ulil map
has
two
or three iniu"If
be
Godfrey.
White River Morgan was owned and exIle writes tl:e note"—
of Maryland ami Virginia which Is i>efor good young cows. A dairyto gel
be
able
price*
he
utes'
warning
may
owner
of
libited by Mr. L. D. Ely,
Bay- man who bandies
"But you really haven't any evidence
lleved to date back to the seventeenth
quite a number of
rid of some evidence. He's probacy
tide Farm at Rochester, X. Y., one of
that he did," I objected.
cows told us recently that 975 was
The map has a description of
£ood
century.
In
I>é>i1
ami
wo
must
loi
to
the
bedhave
been
who
men
of
band
he small
not an unusual
Kor answer Godfrey took from his
price for those buyMaryland on one loaf of the hack and
room door without his hearing us.
m
round
ers to pay for a good animal, and they
lie
WW
blotter
pocket the
a description of Virginia on the other
Although Bayside Farm
»οΚο Λ« ell fka ΓΤΛΛ/ί nnne an/) ararn
How does the bedroom dojr lie, LetTremaine's rooui.
β not far from Buffalo, I never had the
leaf. It is bound with a few blank
one'/"
this
reference
to
with
I
than
faster
them
ter,
average
up
picking
"I told you that these letters aren't
jpportunity to visit it and eee the Mor- iairvman has any idea of. What will
I answered hoarsepages to give it stability and was eviahead,"
"Straight
Mr.
In Treuialue's hand," he said, "but If
gans there until a few days ago.
the harvest be in dairy belts if this thing
dently
part of a larger work describing
ly.
Ely, whose boyhood was spent among ie allowed to continue? It is one of those
you'll compare them with the note
the American colonies, as the pages
"All fight," said Godfrey. And he
;he old-time Morgans, knew the type he
resemble
that it is a good deal easier to
you'll see how nearly they
"Baltimore town" Is
are numbered.
threw back the bolt and opened the
lesired to secure, and having for years things
Miss Croydon's. Again, they are only
preach against than it is to resist when
situated between the "Susqiiesabaudoor.
jeen a student of the mysteries of breedof
1
the temptation comes. $75 is a lot
capital B's, G's and I'g, which are the
in his efforts to
The room was in absolute darkness
ough" and Hush rivers. No especial
ng, he set about
money and it will buy two cows on lots
only cnpltals used In the note. That's
establish a Morgan stud, to eecure statmention is p>:'dp of it in tli·· descrippave for the dim stream of light from
3f farms, and the temptation
pretty pool circumstantial evidence.
ions and mares as typically charactertion of the coloiiy. In which "St. Maries"
λ\
e entered cautiously, Godhall.
the
if
be
the
before
dairyman, especially
Tremaine, of course, burned the piece of
stic of the old fashioned Morgan as ly
figures as the chief place. In additiou
is hard pushed for ready cash, to take
frey in the lead.
he
didn't
but
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same time insisted
at
and
he
ou,
practiced
paper
possible,
the $75 and let the goose that lays
to the Susquehanna, ν/lth lis ■ ;iieer
"Have your lanteru ready, Slui
>n an inheritance of those characterthink to burn this blotter. It was only
But what can heidol
zolden
I
And
egg
caught
go.
he
ρροΙΙΙητ. the principal rivers are named
mouds,"
whispered.
stics through as many lines tracing to
the freshest line at the bottom of the
with the $75 to replace the
Patient, Ann
the I'atowimv,
as
the odor of heated metal as Simmonds
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Morgan, as possible. White tie has done to his herd,
these
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pai>er that
by depleting it
cvidaicc in U."
alias Severn. <'ho;»tank. Nanthe order.
Arundel,
River Morgan, the first stallion selected
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a
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"But did Tremaine
sample
}f its best member? If it was only the
ίυ head the stud at Bayeide Farm—and
tlcoke and Pocomoke. Tobacco raisTwo, three, four steps we advanced,
ears, but I don't believe It. I believe
loss of milk it would be bad enough, but
Miss Croydon's writing?"
which position he occupied until his
η starI
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then
our
In
in;' Is n-misl as the principal source of
we'll
be
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hour
feeling
way;
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heard
the
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a
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foras
possession
of
Godfrey'»
this is only one of the losses,
"There's no reason to think he didn't
leath—traced to the original Justin rule the
milker is also a good
of tbe one piece of positive, Indisputa- tled cry from Godfrey; an instant's I looked at it there seemed to be revenue in the colony, ami it Is s'nted
good
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have,
many
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that trade was carried o;i chiot!/ by
breeder, and very often produces not
ble evidence that will outweigh all tbe pause.
■rosses of Morgan blood and his typical
doubt have found plenty of samples
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power, experienced workmen and low prtcei
combine to make thla department of oar boat
neaa complete and popular.

Mr. B. Bvano.
Mr·. Lyte
Edaa Raymond. poettl.
Mella A. McGee, portal·
Krr» Noland. poêtaL
Mr. Β. H. Slckenon.

BureiJB corns.
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There will be a danoe at Academy on η certain farm, but In my ®*
Hall next Saturday evening.
Advertised letter· In Paris Hill poet
office:

w».

b^,0.^b"^,d*

,feete<j

τ

out of a smash-up a few days
out exerago m these gentlemen were
cising their colts, has been submitted to
the following referees: J. S. Wright
end Walter Qray of South Paris and
Lawyer Parker of Bumford Falls.
Aside from this inoldent it is thought

growing

/^

WUhïwmmendable

Mrs.JIellle
^VardwejU
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For Sale.

banquet

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

was

C.C.-FTank P. Martin.
V. C—Frank Walker.

A Costly but Necessary Fight.
Prelmle—W. 8. French.
M oi W.-F A. Delano.
It is a somewhat startling fact that in
K.
of R. and S.-AUea Rich.
Massachusetts last year, in state and
M. of Γ -H. A. Andrew·.
municipal appropriations, there was ex- M. of Ε.—H. Ο. Blake.
of Α.—Chas. U· Bum ρ ο»
pended 1315,000 in fighting the brown- M.
1. G.—John Rewser.
tail and gypsy moths, while SuperinΟ ti*—W. E. Holden.
comstate
of
the
tendent Kirkland
P. C. C—H. A. Andrew·.
mission estimates that as much more
The officers of Oxford Division Sons of
same
the
in
individuals
was spent
by
Temperance are as follows:
work. Over a half million dollars in
W. P.—Eva Frost.
une year, and even with that the exact
W. A —Kinnle French.
F. S.—Slbble Hansoom.
limita of the district infested by the
Treas.—Geo. Parrott.
gypey moth have not been determined.
K. 8.—Lulu Stone.
The mischief which the gypay moth
A. R. 8 —Ethel Flood.
C.—Rev. Frederic Newport
could do if it once got a foothold in
Caeh.
Coo.—Leon
calculation.
Maine is something beyond
A.C.—I'la Stone.
It eats every green thing, and a pine
1. 8.—Harry Delano.
O. S.—Alton Delanoforest stripped by its work dies in one
I». W. P.-Mrs. Hattle Bracket».

year.
In a recent conversation with the
Democrat, Professor Hitching», state
entomologist of Maine, stated that absolutely the only way to exterminate
the gypsy moth was first to quarantine
the infected district. Fortunately the
insect does not tiy, but it spins down
from the trees over the road, and is
gathered up and carried to other placet
by passing vehicles and people, perhaps
more by automobiles than by any othei

Mrs. Robinson, Mrs. Frost, and Mr·.
Davis and others attended the carnival
at Lewiston.
,
Word has been received of the death of
Hiram Clark of Bridgton, formerly of
this town, a soldier in the war of the rebellion; also of Willard Faunce of Massachusetts, son of Aaron Faunce, a former
resident; and of Mr. Dustin Martin who
died suddenly at Minot. Mr Martin was
also a native and former resident of this

t0(jharle·

means.

To quarantine the infested district
Lovejoy is very sick with the
means that guards must be placed—and measles.
Oxford
officer· of
The following
kept—at all roads leaving that district
and every team, automobile and person Grange, P. of H, were installed by Mr.
leaving the district must be atopped anc Blanchard of Aaburn:
W. M—A. L. Chaplin.
examined for moths before being allowO —Robert Thomas.
ed to go on. If by that means th<
8 —Leon Cash.
spread of the moths can be stopped, it
A. 8.—John Downing
will then be possible to work from th«
C.—Hattle Bra kett.
Treas.-Manley Peterson.
borders into the district and gradually
Sec -May Perkln·.
destroy the insects.
Lecturer— A «ne· Fuller.
It is hoped that by the aid of nationa
β. K.-Kred Hall
ceres-Mrs. A. L. Chxplln.
and state appropriations this result ruai
Pomona—A<lille Brown.
in time be accomplished, but it wil 1
Flora-Lottie Smith.
necessarily be a long and hard fight, re
La-ly Asst 8.—Florence Hunting.
quiring unceasing vigilance and a lot ο ! The grange had a supper of baked beans,
money.
meat, pastry, etc., for the purpose of
Fortunately the gypsy moth has ai raising funds for the benefit of the order.
exten
limited
to
a
Itself
shown
only
yet
East Bethel.
in the southwestern corner of Maine
and it is hoped that it may be checkec
Alder River Grange held an all day
there before it gets a foothold.
meetiug Friday, the 25th. The foreWith the brown-tail moth it is a differ noon session was routine work. Two
ent proposition. There is no quarantinini • candidates were balloted in and seven
it. It spreads by flight, and is long ag.
applications were received. A class of
out of bounds, and scattered in greatei ! ten were instructed in the third and
ο
a
or less numbers over quite
portion
fourth degrees. G. W. Q. Perham acsouthern Maine. It has got into Oxfort 1 cepted the chair during the working of
1
beei
moths
nests
and
having
County,
the fourth degree. AU enjoyed the not
found in l^ris and Norway within a fev dinner prepared by the matrons of the
months. The idea of controlling th< Grange. This was followed by installamoths by the parasites which destroy tion of officers which was public. Inthem in Europe has about been given u| stalling officer G. W. Q. Perham of
by the authorities, who at tirst hai Franklin Grange assisted by Eli CushDestruction ο
•ome faith or hope in it.
man of Bethel Grange and Mrs. G. W.
the winter nests and the use of poison 1 Q. Perham. Officers as follows:
thi
to
check
must be depended upon
Matter—James U. Swan.
It will be perhapi 1
Overseer— Ο. B. Farwell.
ravages of the insect.
Lecturer— Daniel C. Foster.
a never-ending tight, but it looks as w< )
Stewart—Carl Swsa.
have got to come to it.
▲est. Stewart—KMirar Swan.
_

_

An

Important Liquor

Case.

At the court house Saturday there wai
a hearing before Trial Justice Charles F
Whitman on a case the Anal decision o:
which will have considerable effect upoi
the question of the seizure of liquoi
here. The hearing had been continue*
from an earlier date on account of thi
illness of parties.
In this case a package of liquor ad
dressed to a citizen of South Paris wai
seized by Jailer Farrar some time it
December from the team of Charles Ε
Brett, who deliver» express ία the vil
lage for the Canadian Express Co. Ii
has heretofore been considered that th<
transit of the liquors ceased when the]
reached the express office in the statioi
at South Paris, and they have there beet
seized, and held unless claimed. Thi
express company has considered that iti
responsibility for the goods ended there
But on account of a decision of thi
United States Supreme Court renderec
Dec. 3d, the express company issuet
orders to its agents not to acquiesce it
the seizure of packages from the expresi
Therefore Mr. Chandler, thi
office.
agent of the company, declined to allow
to take the package from thi !
Farrar
Mr.
office, and he took it after it was placet
on Mr. Brett's team.
At the hearing Saturday L. L. High' ι
of Portland, attorney for the Grant
Trunk Railway, appeared and presented
thi
his argument, contending that
liquors were in transit and protected
from seizure by the interstate commerci
clause of the constitution until they hat
not only arrived at their destination bui
had been delivered to the consignee. Thii
is the point on which the decision ol
Dec. 3d, above referred to, is very plain
stating that the liquors were in transii
and not subject to state laws, not merelj
on arriving at their destination, but unti!
delivered to the consignee.
Trial Justice Whitman decided to leav<
the interpretation of the matter to thi
Supreme Judicial Court, and ordered the
liquors forfeited, from which decision an
appeal was taken, and the matter will
come up at the March term.
This decision of the court, if as Mr.
Hight understands it (and the railroad ii
acting on that interpretation), will absolutely prevent the seizure of any liquoi
coming into Maine from another state
until it is actually in the possession ol
the person to whom it is sent.
Congressman Littletield is again making an attempt to get a law through congress which will make interstate shipments subject to the laws of the state
into which they are shipped, bat at pre*
ent has a poor prospect of success.

I

I

Interesting

but Mistaken.

A somewhat startling report was given
to au Oxford County paper a week 01
two since by a correspondent. It was in
substance that Wesley Chick, who was
last March sentenced to state prison foi
life for the murder of David Varoey of
Porter, had confessed just before his
recent death to the murder of Olive
Broad at Cornish, which has been one
of the Maine mysteries for some years.
It seems that there were two errors in
the report. In the first place, Wesley
Cbicb did not confess to the murder ol
In the
Olive Broad before be died.
second place, Wesley Chick is still alive
and in good health.

Rumford Falls.

Still Found at
complets

otrrrrr

AHDKNT

IN

ron

uxkino

thi

CKLLAH.

Deputy Sheriffs Elliott and Poor oi

Romford made a haul last Tuesday
when, searching for contraband liquors,
they discovered a complete distilling ap
paratus in the cellar of Joe Marcoux
The capacity of the tank was aboul
twenty galions. It was not set op there
tore bo arrest· were made.

Chaplain—Fannie Holt.
Treasurer—Mary FarwelL
Secretary—Mr·. L C. Rartlett.
tiote Keeper—Z. W. Bart le U.
Ceres—Mrs. J. H. Swan.
Pomona—Ella Farwell.

HaMtnga.
Visitors were present from Franklin
and
Bethel
Grange.
Grange
Many are sick in this vicinity.
Miss Mildred Farwell from Portland
visited here last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. McAllister from
Lovell were guests at Porter Farwell1·
last week.
Mr. Will Holt with team is hauling
spool strips and loading a car at Locke's
Mills for J. P. «killings.
Miss Susie Bean, who underwent an
operation for appendicitis the 21st, is

gaining rapidly.

Mr. X. A. Austin, who is in the C. M.
G. Hospital at Lewiston for treatment,
is improving fast.
Farmers are selling potatoes at Rumford Falls at GO cents per bushel.

Lovell.

Mrs. Elizabeth W. Chapman of this
town died on the 29th of January, aged
87 years, ϋ mo»., 11 days. She was born
in Hiram. the daughter of Jesse and
Abigail (Varney) Kimball, and married
Isaac Chapman, then of Baldwin. Their
married life was spent in Porter, Parsonsfield, Hiram, Sweden and moved to Lovell in 1869, where he died in 1885. She
became a member of the Free Will Baptist church of Saco more than seventy
years ago, but after moving to Lovell
united with the Congregational ohurcb.
She was the mother of four children,
three of whom are living:~C. K. Chapman of this town, George Chapman of
North Yakima, Washington, and Mrs. J.
The
W. Holt of Charlestowo, Mass.
funeral service was from her late home
attended by Rev. C. H. Shank.
Nelson T. Fox has bought the E. P.
Woodbury place in Sweden.
Mr. F. C. Walker is critically ill with
heart and kidney trouble. A trained
nurse care· for him.
Henry W. McAllister, the substitute mail carrier on
the R. F. D., is carrying the mail at

present.
El well Andrews and wife

are

visiting

for a few weeks in Fryeburg. Elmer
Andrews and wife are caring for their
place in their absence.
There is much of sickneas about here
now.

Mrs. Joan McAllister of Weet Lovell is

seriously ill.
Particularly sad was the death of
Muriel, youngest daughter of W. C. Baa-

sett anil wife.
She waa taken with
German measles, but was not seriously
until
there
sick,
developed symptoms of
brain trouble and in a few hour· she
passed away. Her age was eleven years.
Funeral service from the Congregational
church attended by Rev. C. H. Shank.
Miram.
Dr. Charles E. Wilson was called to
Hebron this week to his only «on,
Charles L. Wilaon, a student of Hebron
Academy, who is ill of appendicitis, requiring an operation. His oondition is

Etional
Mr.

afternoon

iïïsî
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Having
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?hin»
lie?

E. Churchill,

jS

Plan0'Mr

the

church voted to extend

Congre-

a

oall to

Boyd of Delaware to serve aa
pastor for the coming year. Η is services

London Assoraoce Corporation.

Pe^î,%n^wen,

Γ ^SH«U.t£-8SS:
gg'r «-aaâfe
PUnoduct.η.

fer»?

I ttUaed^o

Wic.JUrd..

replying'that

Giduation

Keep Your

Horses Warm.
Blankets,
$1.25,
Blanket·,
$1.50,

Furnishings,

Robes

—

—

Trunks, Bags, Suit

W. 0.

Frothingham,
Discharge.

Bankrupt's

M1KB

HILLS,

report.

L^Fltch

thMri°V.lBA.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Paris.

f;ood

deelgns,

widths,

THOMAS SMILEY
Norway, Maine.

JANUARY SALE.

Wood,
Slab Wood,

Cord

Paw·

hUp«rdival

frlarJton

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,
South

Pari·,

Maine.

We are over-stocked with
Children's Suits and during
this month shall sell them
at greatly reduced prices to
make room for our spring
stock. This is a great op-

Company at Snow'a Fall· in Paria in the
County of Oxford on aaid eleventh day
of March, A. D. 1907, at twelve o'clock,
noon, to the higheat bidder, under the
conditiona hereinafter atated and subject
to tbe approval of the court, all the
property and intereata of aaid Tbe Linen

Manufacturing Company, which are
fully and particularly deacribed in aaid
notice of aale publiabed in aaid iaauea of

portunity

The conditiona
tbe Oxford Democrat.
of aaid sale are that all aaid property
except certain pereonal property herein-

and no bid leaa than two thouaand five hundred dollars (12500) for the
The bidder to
same will be received.
whom said property is awarded at said
aale muet, at tbe time of aaid aale, deposit with aaid Receiver a certified check

If aaid aale la

44

price $7.50,. ..now $5.98

44

44

44

44

$3.87
$2.95

5.00,.. .now
4.00,. ..now

44

also in Men's Overcoats.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

FurnUber,

ju Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106*3.

of said

in accordance with tbe order

approval of said sale, then
said five hundred dollars ($600) shall
be applied as said court may direct, to
the payment of all cost and expense of
court upon

aaid sale and tbe services of said Receiver

And aaid bidder
account thereof.
compelled to pay the balance of
said purchase price or said property
may be awarded to the next higheat bidon

shall be

as

"

GIVE US A CALL.

purchase price of said property, be applied to complete tbe payment of said
purchase price. If said bidder, to whom
said property is awarded, shall after
approval of said sale by said court, fall
to pay tbe balance of said purchase price

again

44

Bargains

be retnrned to the person so depositing
the same. If the sale is approved said
sum of five hundred dollars ($600) shall,
upon payment of tbe balance of the

sold

$3-39
$2.98

$ι·99
$3.00 Reefers,.. .$1.37

former

Boys' Overcoats,

the court, then aaid
sum of Ave hundred dollara (t500) will

rect.

small lot children's

ι

approved by

der, or

prices.

$4.50 and 5 00 Suite,
$3.35,3 50 and 4 co Suits,
$3.50 to 3.00 Suits,

fur five hundred dollars ($600), payable
to said Receiver, which sum ahall be held
by aaid Receiver pending tbe approval of
not

good suits

to get

at very low

apecially mentioned will be aold

together,

aaid aale by aaid court.

may

ill-Over Hamburg embroideries in a Wide Hamburg Insertion for ahirt wai«u,
large variety of patterns from 50c. to
25c. to 50c.
pretty pattern·,
12.00. Tucked muslin, '50c. to $1.00
covers.
IS inchee
corset
Hamburg for
Imitation Torchon Laces In different
85c.
to 50c.
....
10c.
to
wide,
2c.

Estate.

after

our

to

Venice Laces, 1 1-2 Inch to 5 inch, |0 t
The Laoe Net Waists being very popu8c. to V*,
then.
large variety of patterns,
for
material
obtained
have
we
] ar,
all
in
Laces
widths; colon,
11.00 Oriental
Black 8ilk Nat, 44 Inoh wide,
white, cream, ecru and black, from
25c.
Subite Lace Net, 27 inch wide,
15c. to 42 1.2c.
iVbite Point d'esprit, 86 inch wide, 50c. Val Laces in all widths, from 3c. to
20c.,
Sera Dotted Laoe Net, 40 In. wide, 75c.
beading and insertion· to match many.
Extensive line of all-over lace in black, Hambnrgs from 1 inch to 11 incbee,
with beading and lace to match,
white, ecru end cream In many pretty
50c. to 12.75
5c. to 50c,

Machinery and Real

the court may di-

White

Friday, Jan. 18,

I shall alao aell at tbe same time and Unbleached
'·
place, to the higheat bidder, the follow-

Clover
Linen,
"
Pansy

Regular

Sale Price
47c.
49c.
52c.
Tic.
4tk\
71c.
85c.
80c.

Price

$ .57

Design,
*·

...

"

Polka

"

"

Leaf

to

Sale.
Friday, Feb,
.57
.«2

"
"
"
ing described property uf said The Linen
.82
Rose
.57
Manufacturing Company:
Silver bleached Linen, Clover Leaf Design,
"
"
"
"
.82
Two horses, subject to a lien for keep{Roses
1.00
ing, the amount of which lien will be Bleached Linen, Roses and Ferns Design,
1.00
Carnations Design,
fully stated at the time of said sale.
Besides many others at corresponding prices.
One double team.
One sleigh.
Many of these we can match in Napkins. We would specially call
to one pattern of Napkins, regular price 91.12,
One double traverse
...

...

...
...

"

One

pair

driving

of

pung.
harnesses.

Dated at Portland, Maine, January 26,
19<>7.

Charles A. Strout,
Receiver.

Bank

Money Orders.

Best, safest and

cheap-

est way to send small
sums

of money by mail.

Call and ask about them.

Exchange

on

Boston

or

New York in any amounts

"

for 25c., 50c., 75c. and 11.00.
These 10 per cent. less.
Our New White Cotton Dress Goods are prettier than ever and we offer any of
these for this Bale at 90 cents on the dollar. Wool Dress Goods same rate
White Drees Linens,

as

—

ON

—

Wool

Carpets

to close out odd

pattern· and clean

up stock.

One lot
♦·

Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

Sts.,

MAINE,

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.
REDUCED RATEt:

Fare Pmrtlmaë f Best·· |1.M
...
lUUerM·
|1,N

Commencing Monday, 8ept. 17, ateamalternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
dally, except Sunday, at 7 p. m.
Freight rates always as low as other
erm

lines.

All cargo, exoept Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is Insured
against Ara and marine risk.
General
J. F. LISGOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

Agent,

«♦

<«

Hamburgs, bought to sell

χ

··

tt

»

»

"

it

it

it

·»

it

19c.,

25c.,

Yours

this sale 7c.

this sale 10c.

this sale T'.V.
this «ale :!c.
this sale 4c.
this sale 15c.
this sale 20c.

for 5c.,

These are a few of our bargains.

Come in and see the otlieri.

truly,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Chuck the Oil Can.

Nothing

is dirtier than

dripping

Ordinary

oil.

separators use oil only once, tlien let it drip
But Sharpies Dairy Tubular Cream
away.
Separators are different— they nee the same oil
If you have
over and over and don't drip a drop.
been using an oil can, chuck it and get a Tubular,
for
cream

TUBULARS DON'T NEED IT.

are wholly enclosed
entirely self-oiling—not an oil hole on the
Dairy Tubular. To oil the Dairy Tubular, simply pour a spoonful of oil into the gear c:tse once
Qears and bearing
or twice a week—that's all.
run in a mist of oil thrown up by the revolving
Perfect oiling Is only one of the many
It'a a fine machine and
'ubular advantages.

Tubnlar gears and bearings

and

Îears.
saves

Chas. F. Ridlon,

cotton.

Handkerchiefs, we offer two lots of these,
No. 1, Plain Hemstitched, a great bargain at 10c.,
No. 2, Initial, Unlaundered, regular price 15c.,
One lot Bed Spreads, a bargain for $1.00,
One lot Cotton Torchon Lace, bought to sell for Sc.,
One lot Towels at 7 cents per pair.

Norway National Bank.

A LOW PRICE

your attention
thie sale

Our Cotton Underwear is so varied and so extensive a line that we shall attempt
«
no description but for this sale shall give 12 1-2 per cent, off, that i*
give you one dollar's worth of goods for 87 1-2 cents.

at

Optieian.

The post office oq Sumner Hil), known improved.
Mr. Fred C. Alexander was drawn as
East Brownfield.
in the paat three Sabbaths at Denmark traverse juror for the Supreme Judicial as Barrett, is to be discontinued March
first Mr. Buck, the mail oarrler, will
and Hiram have been very acceptable,
The Congregational Circle met with
j Court at Paris, second Tuesday in deliver
mail at the houses along the line Mrs. John Sands last week. From six
On Tuesday some forty Knights of March.
Not a to
as he has for some time paat.
Pythias went to West Baldwin to attend
At a meeting of the members of the
eight supper waa served to nearly one
R. F. D. route, however.
the funeral of their brother, Elmer SanCongregational church Thursday it was
Rounds haa been vUltlnghl.
born, who was killed In the mill recent- voted to extend a call to Rev. Mr. Boyed
West Buckfield.
ly at Steep Falls. Some thirty-five mem-, to become pastor of this church.
slater, Mrs. Frank Marston, who live· In
bera of Crescent Lodge also attended.
Miss Mary K. Hall, daughter of Mr.
) The Ladies' Circle held in Odd FelOn Wednesday evening, Jan. 94, the lows' Hall Wednesday was fairly attend- and Mrs. A. S. Hail, who reoentiy met
has entered the Emerson
Long Form team of Hiram Lodge, K. of, ed and all were pleased with the re- with an aocident while sliding, break- School of Oratory In Boston.
P., No. .19, met the Rooky Hill Lodge In marks of Mr. Boyed, who spoke of ing both bones in ber leg, wishes
Feb. 27th, the Congregational Circle is
to take this opportunity of thanking to have a supper at Hiram
competition in Portland, and initiated a' frontier life In the west.
candidate In the, degree of Knight The |
Mr. A. F. Johnaon wont to Waltham,
Mr. Charles Blake of Lynn is spending Mountain Grange for kindnesses receivHiram Knights won the prise consisting a short vacation here with Mr. and Mrs. ed, and the Sunshine Society for their Mas·., last week to attend the golden
of two slegaat swords for the sltnr,
Austin Wsntworth.
! wonder tag.
» wedding of Wâ piwet··
iv.

prepared

Blacksmithing, Jobbing,
Filing

{
|

audience«£$££ί

she

The Receiver's tale of all the property
Mr. and Mrs. Zaccheus McAlister of oak woodwork for cloaets. No old
came to Bethel to attend the
of Tbe Linen Manufacturing Company,
see this line.
and
Call
Job·
goods.
funeral of her niece, Sara B. Farwell.
No notice of which waa published in the
Mildred Farwell of Portland is here bing promptly attended to.
iaauea of the Oxford Democrat of Octoteam.
for
relatives.
charge
among
ber 16, 23 and SO, A. D. 1906, haa by orFrancee Carter, daughter of A. M.
Χι. M. Loncley,
der of the court been postponed to
Carter, Esq., hu been in Lewiston visitMaine. March 11
ing relatives and friends.
Norway,
(eleven), at 12 (twelve) o'olock,
Miss Chapman, daughter of Prof. W.
noon, A. D. 1907, and nnleaa otherwise
R. Chapman, hu been oalllng on friends
ordered by the court I ahall aell at tbe
here. She is now boarding at tbe Capen
House.
mill of aaid The Linen Manufacturing

this winter with Miss Mary Bacon.
Mr. E. F. Atwood of Portland and Mr.
F. H. Atwood, postmaster at Bumford
Falls, were the guests of their parents
over Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. At- wood.
The farmers here are getting in the ice
leased the Leslie £. New·
Balph H. Morrill is having a bard for next season.
wood floor laid in his store.
Slatbiel Osgood hauls wood all pre- ell shop at Paria Hill, I am
an
school
is
to
The high
E Wheeler and Miss Marjorie
planning give
pared for the stove to our aged neigh- to do
MrKenney. Detail, will be given later. entertainment in two or three weeks for bor, Mrs. Gorham.
committee in charge ha. arrange, the benefit of the sohooi.
Florence E. Kimball writes pleasant
Mr. Wilson Shaw left home Tuesday
menU well under way, and rehearsal, are
letters about her stay in Norway.
for Geneva, N. T., where his son Warren
W. A. Bragg of the Union Tea Co.
is in business. He planned to be away
and Saw
called here recently. Their 1907 calenat the entertainment given last Wednes- some three weeks.
dars are beautiful.
«venins In Good Will Hall. Everyin a workmanlike manner.
'STREAKED MOUNTAIN.
MWWl off pleasantly and everyone
Fryeburg.
I
Paris
of
South
Thurlow
Mr.
Augustus
ω enjoy the evening. The
Rev. David Brainerd Sewall, who was
Mr.
was at Dr. Whitman's Monday.
following programme was announced y Thurlow
as tor of the Congregational church
is one of the most progressive
Rev. Mis. Macduff:
ere for the 14 years following December,
PARIS HILL.
farmers in Paris, and he stands pat with
1. llaalc. violin and
1850, died at his home, in South Berwick,
Mirtin. Mr. Tuel!. "Teddy" on the race suicide question, ι
Tuell. Whenever one of his children presents on Sunday, January 13. He wu taken
2 piano solo. The Garden
\ Farce. Dr. Cere-All. Party, Madge
of November with an
him with a new son-in-law or daughter- ill the latter part
♦'· Piano duet.
attack of slow typhoid fever. He rallied
invites
as
the
case
be
may be,
Ma-lge Tuell. in-law,
but wu then seized
the young couple to accompany him to from this, however,
ASSETS, DKC. 81,1906.
and it wu this latter
the barn, where, pointing out a fine, with bronchitis,
$3,246.600 78
At the Stock· and Booda,
sleek heifer, he remarks, "My children, diseue which caused his death.
472,97181
Cuh Id Office and Bank
time of his deceue he lacked only five
439.908 78
Balance·
that is for the first grandohild that you
the extreme age ▲genu'
25,142 09
Interest and Bents,
'ive me." In that generous manner he days of having attained
2,875 35
A11 other AueU,
born
on
Jan.
been
he
of
90
years,
having
las parted with four fine young Jersey
AeklDg
Mr. Sewall wu held in high
PvT&r
Alice Barden. cows, and as one son yet lingers in the 18, 1817.
as,187,496 7S
AD
Oro·· Aiecla
ΕΤβπίΒΚ®^?.
who knew him, and his Deduct Item· not admitted,
PrlllAeBB
140,660 35
home nest, he still keeps on hopefully esteem by all
MwlgeTue»
death will sadden a wide oircle of friends
heifers.
41
Admitted ASMU
$3,046.818
of
All the tableaux were very well arranged raising
a native
Geraldine Whitman is attending He- and acquaintances. He wu
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1906.
where his grandfather, Rev.
bron Academy, driving to and fro with Chesterville,
00
$ 285,80S
dwelt during the years Net Unpaid Lowes,
1,660,508 25
her oolt, which makes it rather hard Jotham Sewall,
Unearned Premium·,
of bis service u a missionary preacher Allother LUblUUe·
57,819 77
these cold days.
615,000 00
in
He
was educated at Bowdoin Cash Capltsl,
Maine.
Lillian Benson and Beunie Taylor are
all
LUbllltlee
428,310 39
over
«a« kneeline and
clinging to the foot ol both quite sick.
College, from which institution he wu 8urplns
♦h« cross* at the .Ide of the cros· an
was ToUl LUbllltlee snd
which
he
and
of
41
in
183Θ,
$3,046.836
graduated
Surplu·
I was asked the other day why I did
for some time previous to his death the
'bout it. h.lght,
W. J. WHEELER A CO., AgenU,
not write oftener for the Democrat.
South Parle, Maine.
After his
I did not have anything oldest surviving alumnus.
On
from college, he taught the
helping hands. She «u dressed in flow- to write, I was told to "make up somewiston Falls Academy two years, and
ing robes of white with white wings and thing." Now I have never tried that in
then entered the Bangor Theological
crown of gold. They received heart;
the line of news items. How will it
applause.
Seminary, from which he wu graduated
work, Mr. Editor?
In "The Flock of Snow Birds," a group
in 1841. On January 19, 1842, be wu
with
trees
flecked
ordained putor of tbe Congregational
of «mall evergreen
ureenwooa.
he reand
■now was placed on the stage,
Danie) Cole baa been engaged in other church at Robbinston, where
I have a good line of
around these were very prettily arranged kinds of work and thus deferred har- mained u pastor till December, 1859,
of the
Prominent
a number of small children.
his ice until the present week. when he wu installed u putor
vesting
He re- Stable
among these were little Dorothy Ward He finds it about 18 inches thiok and Congregational church here.
mained here 14 veara. at the conclusion
well and Maude Tuell, dressed in little
more of the indigo blue variety than it
*·75» *·°°» 2·25»
white coats and bonnets, and very comof which time, having been dismissed at
was two weeks ago.
his
own request, he became acting: pastor
placently sitting at the foot of a tree in
3·5ο,
3.00,3.50.
Newton Bryant is doing a good thing
of the Congregational church at York
true bird fashion. All the children carhauling birch and cord wood to the
hie three Street
ried out their parts with great credit and Pond for our
large size,
director. But and so continued till 1888,
managing
received many compliments. The farcc there were a few
pastorates at Robbinston, Fryeburg and
a.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50,
days when Mr. Bryant York
his
active
of
was very well carried out, all parte being
whole
absorbing the
thought, for obvious reasons, that it was naetoral
life. la each of these three
well taken. Mr. Π. H. Wardwell as Dr. best not to be too
4 co, 4.50, 5.00, 5.50.
worldly and so kept field· of labor he ministered « °°®
Cure-All bad a groat variety of effica under
in fact the men
cover, and
be
whose life exemplifies the
rious remedies warranted to produce anj
and Horse
generally seem to have had about the would
result desired, and marvelous not to saj same
Inculcate, building up his people
of themselves and acted
opinion
In the most holy faith, and winning souls
ALSO
startling results were obtained upon hie accordingly.
the Master. After retiring from tho
patients. The lean were made fat, the
Frank Brooks is still cutting timber for
short made tall, eto., etc. In fact the for Walter Swift at Locke's Mills. He active duties of the ministry, he removed
Cases.
the
results were so pronounced as to angei came down to see the folks
and to South Berwick, where he resided
Sunday
In
of
he
the
extent
rest
his
where
to
that
be
and
his patients
became,
life,
elopef says he intends to come back on to his
with a fascinating widow to escape theii farm in
effect, pastor-at-large for all the vll,ftg®»
April.
if
needed
one
his
brethren
of
wrath.
About a month to town meeting, and preaching
Mr. D. C. Churchill fell recently while
the political town pot begins to bis help, officiating at funerais calling
already
South Paris.
carrying some wood and injured him bubble. The national caldron has been on tho sick or sorrowful, ministering to
quite severely so he has felt rather poor- undergoing a sort of effervescence ever the needy, teaching in the Sunday sobool
and helping in all meetings of the chnrch
ly since.
Petition for
since the great landslide two years ago.
There was a school sociable at CenCole went to Westbrook
In tbe matter of
Sylvester
)
1842 he married Mary
tennial Hall Friday evening of last week last
! In Bankruptcy.
MIKE GILL,
Sunday to attend the funeral of his Drummond of 6,
who during their
with ice cream for sale, which we should
Bankrupt. )
Bristol,
who
had
been
Mrs.
Sarah
sister,
Pennell,
de57 years of wedded life was his most
To tbe Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Disthink would have tasted better thic in
failing health for some time.
trict Court of the United SUte· for tbe DUtrlct
voted helper in all his work, and whose
weather if fried before eating.
Mrs. Pennell was a daughter of the
of Maine :
the K*®"®8·
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Lane and son Paul, late
and Arabella Cole, and be- death eight years ago was
GILL, of Mexico, In tbe County
Elbridge
were bom to
Borrow of his life.
There
from Berlin, Ν. H., are visiting at C.
of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
longed to a family of eleven children, them a son and three
of
whom
■aid District, respectfully represents that on
Howard Lane's. Mr. Leland Lane goei who arrived at
daughter·,
maturity, five of whom the
be was duly
a daughter, died in Infancy, the 13th day of January, 1906,
this week to Maryland to visit his daugh- were
daughters, and only one of them and oldest,
a4)ndged bankrupt under tbe Acta of Congress rethe
son (Jotham) and the two surMrs, now
ter, Mrs. Thomas Eastabrook.
he
baa
that
to
duly surrenBankruptcy;
lating
survives, Mrs. David Morgan of
Lane and son will romain here with hit Sanford. Four of the six sons are still viving daughters (Helen and Jennie) dered all hla property and rights of property,
all
tbe
with
and
baa
requirement*
folly compiled
made their home with him.
brother's family for several weeks.
of said Acta and of tbe orders of Court touching
living, Ransom, Calvin, Sylvester and
A girl was born recently to Mr. and
The funeral services took place at the bis bankruptcy.
was
Mrs. Pennell
Charles Wesley.
home of the deceased on Tuesday afterMrs. E. L. Abbott, who live upstairs in twice married and leaves two sons
Wherefore he prey*· Tbat he may be decreed
by
by tbe Court to bare a full discharge from all
Alden Day's house.
her former husband whose name is un- noon, January 15, hie pastor, Rev. debts provable against bis estate under said
Mr. and Mr·. E. L. Wood were callod known to tho writer.
George Lewis, officiating. Many lovely bankruptcy Acta, except such debts as are exflowers tostifled to the esteem of rela- cepted by law from such discharge.
the last of last week to Rumford Falls
A late paper has a very interesting
Dated this 25th day of Jan., A. D. 1907.
tives and friends. As the deceased loved
on account of the death of his brother's
article entitled A Famous Battlefield,
MIKE GILL, Bankrupt.
so dearly that for yeani he so
music
W.
T.
Wood.
wife, Mrs.
more
than a column, and
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEREON.
occupying
his short vacations that he could
timed
Mr. E. D. Stilwell was also called
District or Maine, ss.
among many other things it says: A attend the oratorios
given In Boston, ana On this 2nd day of Feb., A. D. 1906, on readaway on account of the death of hie
great railroad terminal is being built on as he possessed a voice
of rare musical
father.
the ground where Oen. Jackson and his
ing tbe foregoing petition. It la
and P0*®**®"
Mr. W. E. Pratt lias given up his job meu
Ordered by tbe Court, 1'bat a hearing be bad
for the safety of a city and quality, whose sweetness
fought
upon tbe same on the 2tnd day of Feb., A. D.
remarkable even when he had
with the firm of I. W. Andrews Λ Sont the honor of a
nation, and in a short reached his ninetieth
before said Court at Portland, In said Dis1907,
at South Woodstock. He has moved hit time the
year, It was fitting trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and tbat nomany familiar landmarks which
household goods into the upstairs rent in were wont to recall that memorable that at his funeral a quartette ebonld tice thereof be published In tbe Oxford Demonine some of his favorite airs. Additional crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
Dr. Ο. K. Y a tee' house. He expects tc confliot will be
wiped away to make funeral services were held in the after- that all known creditors, and other persons In
remain here this winter, and with hie room for train
train sheds,
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
yards,
noon of Wednesday, January 16, at the and show cause, If any they hare, why tbe
family will go to housekeeping in the wharves and docks.
in
which
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
at
church
near future.
York,
The battle of New Orleans was a sub- Congregational
And It Is further ordered by the Court, Tbat
town the remains were laid at rest be- the Clerk shall send
by mall to all known credject in which the late Alden Chase was al- side those of the wife of the*ieceMed·
itors
copies of said petition and this order, adWest Sumner.
ways interested. He had a book which
children of the dressed to them at their places of residence as
Besides
the
surviving
he lent me, giving all the history of the
stated.
The Ladies' Aid of the Universalis!
deceased, he is survived by four
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
event, and he claimed it to be one of the
John S. Sewall of Bang
tbe said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
church will give a free entertainment
(Professor
of
modern
times.
It
victories
greatest
In
said District, on tbe 2nd day of Feb., A. D.
and sociable Tuesday evening, Feb. 5tb. seems like a coincidence that Mr. Chase Professor Jotham Sewall of Boston,
Sewall of Troy, Ν. Y·. 1907.
Ice cream and cake will be on sale.
JAMES I. HEWEY, Clerk.
should die on the 90th anniversary of Mass., Rev. A. C.
[L. >.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Oeorge Pulsifer and Oscar Swift went that battle, and Gilbert Tilton just two and Rev. Grenville P. Sewall of Aurora,
Attest:
K. HE WET.Clerk.
JAMBS
Mrs.
r.
and
one
A.
Ν.
to Auburn Thursday to attend the funeral
sister,
by
Y.)
years later.
of Mr·. Jessie Morse. The remains were
Stocy of Seattle, Wash.
brought here for interment in Pleasant
Bryant'* Pond.
Brownfleld.
Pond cemetery.
The village primary closed Feb. 1st.
Oldest inhabitants of Brownfield say
The dinner served by the ladies of the
The high school will continue five
this is the coldest January ever known
Baptist Circle to the delegates to the weeks more.
bv them. Temperature anywhere from
telephone meeting passed off very pleasMrs. Brenda Clark and son of Freeport
20 to 40 and down. Take your choice.
antly, and quite an addition was made to are stopping with Emily J. Felt.
Ice bouses are being filled.
the fund for painting the church.
Jeweler and Graduate
The selectmen are in session this week
A large amount of wood and lumber >s
Mr·. N. C. Ford is in very poor health. at the town
ball,
up accounts
settling
to
the
station.
She rides out when the weather is fine
being hauled
and preparing their annual
as the air seems to do her good.
Quite a number are sick in town,
The schools have closed in the Billings
S. F. Marston of Brunswick has been and Whitman districts.
among them M re. J. L. Frink, who
has been oonflned in a dark room for the
visiting his son, Dr. E. J. Marston, for a
Tke officers of Jefferson Chapter, No.
lait few weeks on account of trouble
few days.
Ο. E. S., were duly installed Jan.
89,
Charley Buck and Lynn Farrar have 25, by Mrs. Florence Rounds, Deputy
and wife are both on
returned from Lewieton where they have Grand
Matron, assisted by Mrs. Ellen E.
been to attend the carnival.
marshal. Mrs. Cora T.
Bowker,
grand
Allen of Portland Is here
Miss M. A. Heald, the teacher of the
Perbam was installed as worthy matron.
for her mother, Mri. Frink.
village school, had some special exerof Paris has moved into caring
Berry
Percy
M. W. Leavltt of Massachusetts Is
cises and served cake and ice cream on the William Pratt house at South Woodhere visiting his sister, Mrs. Albert
the last day of school.
stock.
The school in the Pleasant Pond DisJohnson.
Miss Delia T. Nelligan left Friday for
trict, taught by Harold Packard of Mon- her home in Oldtown.
First Congregation^ church, Rev..Dr.
mouth, closed Wednesday. Cake and
Reuben M. Whitman, one of the secJames J. G. Tarr, Mlnister Sunday,
pop corn were served to the pupils, tion foremen, is quite sick.
Eugene
at 10.45, with For Sale in South
which they enjoyed very much.
Hodsdon has charge of the crew in his Feb. 10, morning worship
sermon by the pastor,
M. C. Barrows and H. L. Curtis have abscnce.
u
The houae and land belonging to tbe
School at 12 m.
finished their job of hauling wood for C.
The box supper Thursday evening was Dlscipleship." Sunday
at 7:00 with sermon, estate of the late Mrs. Sarab W. Hewett,
M. Tbomas. They have hauled 67 cords a
Evening
worship
some
the
storm
success, though
kept
in tbe center of the village, bas
situated
Man
of
the
We
to Buckfield.
"Lincoln, a
People.
from coming.
have a praise service before the sermon, two apartments of seven and eight rooms
At the meeting of the Oxford County
and invite all to sing with us. A hearty with sheds, large attio, Ac., and Is in
East Sumner.
Telephone and Telegraph Co. held here
■excellent condition. The grounds are
weloome to these services.
the following board of directors was
On two successive mornings of last
The circle topper at the home of Mrs. extensive, containing additional honse
elected: R. 6. Stevens, Frank Barrett, week the
mercury was at 26 below zero
John 8andi vu a very suooeasful one, lots.
Jefferson Farrar of this town; Orlando and
oar electrio bell battery froze up.
aa a large number of persons representW. T. HEWETT.
Irish of Hartford; Walter Lawrence of Rather a cold wire this time.
JAMES 8. WRIGHT, Agent, 8. Paris.
different churches and different secTurner Centre; William Lurvey and
Water is getting low at the mills and ing
tions of the town were present-A niusiCharles Dudley of West Paris. Subse- a
large pile of logs to be cut out. A oal
programme was enjoyed by the comquently Mr. Dudley was elected presiwinter for lumber operations and
dent.
t has been improved.
are glad to hear that the condition
Very few from the vicinity went to of Mrs. Fannlê
Ε. Burnell is somewhat
Otanrk.
the carnival at Lewiston.

lDKTwasan

bought

Power, Mill,

Water

help her, so we have
Laces and Hamburgs already, that
now.
do her summer sewing
We like

sewing done early.

her

Plumbing

trained nurse.
Mr. Mellen Dorr is making his home |

Thf

that she can rest during
The wise housekeeper plane her work eo
this she must have
do
to
order
In
the hot summer months.

Loveil

ΟΓΟη January

Flora—Carrie Bartlett.
L. A. Steward—Mr·. May

hopeful.
On Friday

»"CJV

wV^u,^"ri^'"Cî"p«U··
will

served:

Floaaie Farrar of Weat Sumner called
team oame to Bethel and played with
the academy team, tbe result being 20 to at Erneet Maaon'a recently.
3 in favor of Hebron.
A VALUABLE LESSON.
Wednesday evening the seniors gave a
locial in tbe gymnasium, which wu
"Six years ago I learned a valuable
and
much enjoyed by tbe students
lesson, writes John Fleaaant of Magnolia,
friends.
Ind. "I then began taking Dr. Klng'a
New Life Pilla, and the longer I take
MI DDL· INTERVALS.
tbem the better I find them." They
The death of Sara B. Farwell brings
everybody. Guaranteed by F. A.
sadness into our bomee for one so young pleaae
Shurtleff A Co. 25 jenta.
called
rod ambitious to be so early
and
sway to another life. Her father
mother, sisters and brothers and other
A new Lot
relatives with m Any friends will deeply
The beat of
Goods.
feel the lou.
of

LACES AND HAMBURGS.

mDWESTIVESh.

Tneeday evening Frofaieor Marqua rdt
of Colby Collage pn a lecture here on
m ONLY WAT TO CUKX STOMACH 9ISFanât
OKDXBS η BT (TBUOTHIVIM THE
in
alekaaae
of
deal
la
a
There
great
DieKSTIVK OBGÀN8.
thla riclnlty, being moatly the prevailing
ooldeand grippe. Hardly a family baa
Th· ordinary "dyipepaia" tablet ha·
eacaped and Dr. MoPadyen iakeptboay -allied more atomacha than all other
pneumonia.
tanaea oombined.
Mr. Tower of Norway wu in Bethel day and night
Giving temporary relira. Wesley Turner of Bnokfield baa ief, it leaves the digoative ayatem weak·
rneeday evening with the Bethel feetiher
be
ral ohorus. Mr. Tower oomes to drill been a pending a few daya with
>r than ever, and the tableta mnat
>on tinned with increealng frequency.
the chorus every alternate week, and danghter, Mra. Judaon Dudley.
wae
ao
who
very
atom·
Mua Annie Glover,
Mrs. J. Q. Gehring is conductor every
The only way to oompletely cure
to
ich troublée ia by atrengthening the di)ther week. The number and work of aiok all anmmer and fall, la now able
work.
far.
thus
do
some
the ohorus is very enoounuring
featlTe organe with a Mi-o-na stomach
Dr. Wllaon and Dr. King of Portland ablet taken before meala. Uaed in thl·
The Bethel basket ball team were
the
week
thla
very
here
of
called
About
were
by
ris!tors at Qorham Jan. 26th.
»ay, Mi-o-na excitée the aeoretion
the students, a
and when the food ia awaljnioe,
shirty friends and teachers went to Gor- aerlona illneaa of one of Wllaon
patrio
I
returned
Dr.
aon of Dr. Wllaon.
bam with the team.
owed, the etomacb ia ready to digeet it.
B. 0. Staples, the undertaker, vu to Portland to-day leaving Dr. McFadyen
Mi-o-na atomaeb tableta are never sold
η bulk, bat in a neat box convenient for
sailed to Otlsfield in his offloial capacity in charge of the caae.
lut Saturday.
the puree or veat pocket, at 60c.
North Parla.
Mrs. Hansoom and two children have
A guarantee ia given by F. A. ShortSadie
Mra.
and
Mra. Aggie Walker
been visiting at Mechanic Palls.
leff Λ Co. with every box of Mi-o-na,
Erneet
at
visited
a
of
for
Norway
Coolidge
The puhlio schools closed Friday
that money will be refunded if the remlong vacation, this term ending the Maaon'a two or three daya reoently.
edy faila to give satiafaction. Thl* ahowa
the
at
an
waa
There
aupper
lohool year.
their faith in the mérita of the remedy.
opter
Jan.
Methodiat
the
muter
of
evening,
Friday
chapel
Mr. Brown,
grammar
ichool, will return to bis home in 26. An enjoyable time ia reported.
There waa a social meeting at Β. K.
Palermo.
Friday evening tbe Hebron buket ball Dow'i the evening of Jan. 80.
Mm. J. Β. Chapman la still lufferinf
from a fall and il confined (ο her bed.
Mr. I. Ο. Bowler of the Now· vu in
Augusta the past week.
Mr. Joseph Anenault, baggage muter
it the Grand Trunk station, is ill with

On Friday «rating at Nealaeoot Hall
oocurred the Baptist annual sala, rapper
and entertainment. Sapper waa serVed
from 5:80 to 7:80. The entertainment
commenoed at 8 o'clock and eoaaiated of
recitations bj Mr. John Irish, and tinging, and an act in whloh twenty-four
young ladle· appear on the stage representing South American states and
oostumes. .They were addressed bj
Miss Ardelia Prince.
Mr. S. L. Phinney has added to bis
other business a confectionery and fruit
counter and is prepared to serve his
patrons In this line of goods. Later in
the season he plana to employ a olerk.
The case of litigation between Mr.
Horace A. Irish and Mr. T. H. Lunt

Κ Xeeblt, Bag.
are tear ceati
that quiet prevails on High Street at the
each. They will be mailed on reoelpt of price by
mothe
present at least.
Oxford.
the publishers or for the convenience of patroai
The W. C. T. U. met Thursday with
at the top Of their voice·.
oa
plagie copie· of each lasoe have been placed
Mr.
Re?.
formed
haa
been
cIsm
A
by
•ale at the following place· la the County :
of respon- Miss Sara Barrett. Among the matters
shifting
The
of
the
for
Japan.
Newport
stndy
Shurtleff a Drug Store.
South Parla,
he Informed u. that he had no discussed it was decided to hold a publio
text book is "Sunrise in the Sunriae sibility
Soyea' Drag Store.
Norway,
warm Place for the hen to care for them
gospel temperance servioe at the Baptist
Stone's Drux Store.
ohurch Sabbath evening, Feb. 10.
A lfred Cole, Poetmaater.
BuckfleW,
store
sold
bis
Farnbam
bas
Chauncey
Mr*. Harlow, Port Offlce.
The Buckfield Literary Club holds its
Parte Hill,
aod stock to Wlnfield Gammon.
Samuel T. White.
West Parte.
next meeting Tuesday next with Mrs.
Gay Wardwell, only eon of
Pottle. The subject of Buglish History
Ward well end the late Lewis
will be continued.
Coming Eventa.
17
on
Jan.
died of consamption
27, aged
Mr. Baymond Hersey of Boston is the
The funeral was held on Wed▼ears.
fire
* guest of his grandmother, Mrs. B. J.
little eye·,
bright
Feb. 5—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bryant's
ReY.
Mr.
Newport officiating.
nesday,
Pond.
Hersey, for a few days.
Miss Bessie Green of Boston is the
NSW ADVKBTISEMKNTS.
their tiny |M! W«i«*
happy, guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Nulty at
K
Hotel Long.
Lad'®·' Circle
Mr. S. M. Benson and wife have reStraight Talks on Patent Medicines.
Will th.
Trials of To-Day.
met on Wednesday with Mm. John Robtaken rent in the Mrs. Gilbert
cently
Rew&re ot" Digestives".
attendance.
a
inson and there was
large
Tilton house.
Catarrh Growing Lees.
or*
baye
and
Nettie
Miss
Hayee
Corning
Fur Kobe· Marked Down.
Miss Laura Dean continues about the
from 150 pullet· which U not bo
returned to Connecticut, and Mr·. Smith
Chuck the Oil Can.
tme
though her friends are quite
Laces and Hamburg·.
to Massachusetts after a visit of two
F. H. Noves Co.
sanguine that she will soon begin to imMen's
of
Down
Sale
Clothing.
Mark
prove and in due time will fully recover
Receiver's Sale.
TThe following officers were installed
be played at Dunham'· Hall some her health. She is under the care of a
London Assurance Corporation.
by the Knights of Pythias after which a

Stable Copies ot the Democrat

| BEWARE OP

Meèree.

Went PMto.

I want to
Its cost every year you use it.
a Tubular.
Drop in and see one. Get

abow you
a catalog.

"

T. M.

DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.

Kanager

Oxford

County Creamery.

Evangeline $3.00
still selling the Evangeline Boots and Shoes for $3.
We

are

price of stock has advanced they are
They are the best that can be sold
good
for $3.00, and there are many kinds sold to-day for
$3.50 that are not as good as the Evangeline. In·
sist upon having the Evangeline and you will get
Although

a·

the

as ever.

full value for your money.

styles

and all kinds of stock.

We carry them in all

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Optra

Hoiim Blook, Norway, Main·,

jltt flfcetorfl §traect*L

George W. Frothlagbam wu up «*>« il
Portland οw Sunday.

The «upper at the B*pti.t ehurch b*
bean postponed until Tuesday, Feb.

SOÛTHPABIS.
Office Hour· : 7 :» A. M. to 7 30 r. *.
UKAMD TBDKS EAILWAT.
LKATC

Perhaps what maybe considered the
moat important event of the pa»t wee·
lia connection with the legislature wai
I the hearing given Wednesday afternoon,
{before the committee on public grounds
and buildings, on the order directing an
I inquiry
into the expediency of
the capital of the atate from Augusts
At a meeting Monday evening, ithe city
I government
voted to give $500,0001 in
cub toward the building of anew
capitol, if it was built at Portland, and
on Wednesday a bill was introduced h>
I the legislature authorizing the city to
I make this appropriation.
I The hearing on Wednesday was held
I in the house, which was packed. The
case of
Portland was presented by
Joseph B. Reed of that city, a saemb«

Mrs. Lydia Swift of Auburn «pent
with friends and relative· be«
and at Norway.

Commencing Sept. 30,1904,
TRAIN»

11

MiM Grace Morpby is visiting rela
tives and friend» in Portland for a le*
weeks.

SOCTH PARIS POST OPTIC*.

Sunday

SOUTH FABU

dally; 9:44a.
Going down ;ea»t)—5:38 A.
4:35 P.
dally.
tally except Sumlay ;
A. M., d*Uy ; S rUS p. M..
Λ7
west)—10
(
up
(,oln*
P.
8:47
M.,
«
■tally except Sunday ;

C. E. McArdle and Horace L. Swar
drawn as jurors Saturday for th«
March term of court.

were

dally.

Mrs. Merrill of Bethel has been with
her daughter, Mrs. W. H. Doten, for a
few days-

Miss Lora Swift of Jamaica Plain
Mass., is spending a few weeks with bei
aunt, Mrs. J. E. Murcb.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Evan· of Errol,
Arthur C. Thurlow has
«ro«
Ν. H., are sending a few weeks with the
hospital at Lewiston, where he was
Mr. Evans' parente here.
operated upon for appendicitis.
Mrs. A. Carl Tubbs of Portland was
Rev. H. A. Clifford of the Methodist
attend
the
to
here last week, coming
church
pulpits
funeral of her grandfather, George W. with Rev.exchanged
W. T. Chapman of Oxford.

w^roed

plo^

Re*. E. W. Pierce returned the first
of last week from the hospital at Port- will
on to the
land, where he had been for some weeks man.go
for surgical treatment. He is doing

M™w

Mrs. Walter L. Gray was taken suddenly and violently ill last Monday, and
,ιη Tuesday underwent a surgical operation. She is now making a good re-

I

people

jI

lof

W5Î

^

Rev. and Mrs. A. W. Pottle of Buckwere at South Paris last Tuesday,
visited former parishioners, and were
entertained at the parsonage by Rev.
and Mrs. H. A. Clifford together with
the orticial board of the church.

Chjpmwι

5KT.&ÏS Wg-tf

The weather finally broke last Thursday night. The Democrat has no
official records available, but is assured
unofficial observers that for three

by

weeks there was only one morning
when the temperature at South Paris
extreme limit
was above zero, and its
was 38 below, several mornings showing
or lower.

an-1

I

I

I

^Remonstrances

Ϊώ»

ρ _sanfunlM. Brown.
(\ m. of Finance—Arthur E. Forbes, Charles I
11. George, A. W. Walker.
Trustee» of Charity Fund—William J.Wheeler, Aiton C Wheeler, James S. Wright

oppo·»"®1?·

I

STr t^To of°miîd

Paris Lodge. F. and A. M., at its
nual meeting last Tuesday chose the folwing officers for the ensuing year:
\V \t.—Charles H. Howard.
s W.—Wallace B. Strickland.
.1 W.—L. L. Bridge.
Treas.—William O. Frothlngham.
Sec.—Walter L. «ray.
s
p.—William W. Payne.

I

£Γ» "<

were not absent
Porter Street primary

pupils

NOBWAY.

OUR PLEDOE.

Lizzie M. Johnson, librarian at tbe
Norway Public Library, was taken tick
the first of tbe week. Miss Helen
Holmes is supplying for ber at tbe
library for the present
Thursday morning was one of the
ooldeet of tbe winter. The thermometer
registered from 15 to 28 degrees below.
George A. Eenerson has gone to
Bemisio work for C B. CummingsA
Sons. Otto Sobnner has charge of his

I hereby promise, God helping me, to 1
distilled, fermented and j
malt liquors, including wine, beer, and
cider, as a beverage, and to employ all
proper means to discourage the use of
and traffio of the same.
THE WOBLD.
(The World'· W. C. T. U. Convention.)
MOTHBBS OF

From all nation» mo them come,
Mother* of the world.

Tender guard'an· of the home,
Mother* of the world.
From the Ice of frosen mm,
From the lalee of eplcy breece,
From their cloaett. from their knees—
Mother· of the world.
Mother· of the world are they,
Mothers of the world.
Thoae who labor, thoee who pray,
Mother· of the world.
U· he ring la the early dawn
Of that bright and glorloaa morn
When the world ahall be reborn,

Mother· of the world.

Tneeday evening

John'· Letter.
Hare you been «eked if tbla li cold
enongh for 70a? If it isn't, or hasn't
been, you are extremely hard to suit in
a weather-way. Some say that they
never
experienced such coldnesa. 0,
yea, they nave, scoree of time·, if they
The fact ia that auch
are old enough.
apaama huatle away to the limbo of forgotten, or but dimly remembered, tbinga.
When you are aweating in the abade
next Fourth of Jnly, 40 below will have
been pretty much rubbed out of your
memory, or if you think of it at all it will
be with a wiah that you had a relic of 40
below to put into your lemonade.
When a feeling of lonelineaa ateala
over you and a cloud of
gloom overabadowa you, and the wind; ia howling
a pack of
like
about your dwelling
wolvea, and the cola ia aeeking an entrance through every crack and crevice,
try the effect of pi open fire on the
hearth; the lonelineaa and gloom will
atraightway mingle with the flamea and
go nuking up the flue. We know, for
And if the old atove
we have tried it
be heated aeven timea hotter than it waa
wont to be heated—like the furnace that

corporation meeting
R.

Geo.

Howe

vu

The report of the
was accepted and
to contraot with
the water company for hydrant service
for twenty years at an annual rental of
11625.
Leona Maud Pierce, of *07 olass, Norway High School, died at her home in
elected moderator.

corporation assessors
they were instructed

village

of

congestion following

a

measles. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Pierce,
who recently sold their North Norway
farm and moved to the village. She
An excelwas loved by her classmates.
severe

Mothers of the world.
Coatly rlctorle» thoee they win,
Mother· of the world.
Leading thoae who've gone aatray
In a eater, better way.
Teaching youthful lip· to pray,
Mother· of the world.

sickness

lent scholar.

Gathered here from every land,
Mother· of the world.
Like that Pentecostal band.
Mother· of the world.
From that "upper room" proclaim,
Spirit-titled with "tongue· of flame,"
Meaaurea In Chrltt'a own name,
Bother· of the world.
Mas. Maky B. Winoatb.
Plttalleld, Me.
(Christian Herald.)
"THE PUDDING

store interests.
At the special

this

Dally fighting boat· of ·1η.

alleging

I

iield

school:

city,

I

covery.
A new engine has arrived to be ins-ailed at the factory of the Mason Manufacturing Co. The old engine, which
was second-hand when put in, was found
to use steam too fast.

term at

train as fire-

matter had been little advertised, and
asking an adjournment of the hearing
Mr. Ν. T. Swift of Auburn spent part for three week., that the
might
of last week with his sister,
understand what was involved. I. K.
Murch, and his brother, A. A. Swilt, oi Stetson, president of the Bangor Boar
Paris.
Trade, and others from the eastern
of the state, joined in the
The selectmen began work on the part
for a
alleging that if the
preparation of the annual town report capitalpostponement,
was moved, it should go easton Saturday, and it is expected that it
I
ward rather than westward.
will be speedily got out.
The committee decided to continue
Mr and Mrs. Donald P. Chapman, the hearing until Wednesday, Feb. 13.
who have been here with relatives for a I Mr. Reed, in presenting the case for
week or more, will return to Bethel the Portland, asked that a referendum of
Of this week. Mr
b- the matter to the people might be had.
been laid oil from work with a cut in
Numerous petitions have been prehis leg.
sented for a two-cent transferable mileage on the Bangor and Aroostook and
Washington County Railroads.
The act to incorporate the Maine
Water Power Co., owners of the Little
w Androscoggin power at South Paris, »
Kin* of Paris, and a s.ster of the late
duly on its passage, without
A C. T. King.
Since the original bill was Introduced it
The weather department quickly r* bas been slightly changed in its wordine. In the original bill were one or two
winter w«*ther, the places where it was thought the *ord'°8
temperature Monday morning was again might possibly authorize raising the
down well below zero, with a fresh dam, or taking additional power or land
breeze blowing.
by condemnation and appraieal- These
have been eliminated from the bill in its
A Pink Τ will be served in the Methodist vestry
"y Thursday evening, Feb. 7, at
have gone in from
Τp
under the auspices of the
Vewrv, in opposition to the petition
will
be
followed
This
Alphas.
by from that town which asks for a law
mus
an enterUiument consietmg o
preventing the putting of sawdust and
and Mother Goose Melodies illustrated.
mill waste into Bear River.
Admission 20 cents.
Investigation of state departments is
When? Friday
evening, Feb- »· very much In order. The last two to be
specifically selected are the insurance
department and the University of Maine
in both of which an examination of the
expenses is asked for by orders introtrimmings for it. Eacn genu»
a duced last week.
A bill to increase the pay of J°rore
from two dollars per day to three dollars
is likely to receive a passage.
cents.
Measures for the passage of which
A very interesting mission

well.

The following

Norway

W. C. T. U. Cotants.

I abstain from all

I of the last legislature. He was followed
I by Mayor Clifford and other speakers
I from Portland, who set forth the in°°buJday I adequacy of the present state houseand
I Augusta's hotel accommodations. Hon.
Robert Tufts, who has been in the em·
Leslie C. Cornish of Augusta
the Mison Manufacturing Co
aPP^ed
in behalf of that
that the

Ripley.

during the

Not·· from th· UfUhtur·.

STICK.1'

with

prepared for three worthiea—why,
there you are in Florida climate within
four aquare walla, and you liaten in
fancy to the babble of brooka, the aong
of birda; and the
pungent fragrance of
the evergreen woods in the land of your
loat youth comes to you, and the Area
waa

The funeral services were

held at tbe Congregational church

Wednesday morning.

Miss Pierce

on

is

survived by one sister, Edith M. The
class attended In a body. Miss Pierce
was a little over eighteen years of age.
Β. B. Andrews is oonfined to his house
with a severe cold.
Annual voyage of Oxford Lodge, No.
1 of Ark Mariners was held at Masonic
Hall Wednesday evening. Following the

reports

was an

election

Miss ▲. Virginia Orosh, Lititz, Pa., sulting as follows:
V. Pat—George W. Holmes.
read a brisk ana helpful paper at one of
A. Master—H. L. Bartlett.
the county conventions on "The Padding
A. Mate-J. W.Nash.
Stick." We quote a little here and
Treas.—c. H. Adams.

are

Here we often fail.
intervals; some stir

Some stir at

long

vigorously but
spasmodically; some stir with the left
hand; some stir with their eyes shut;
stir, oh, so gently. This is better
than not to stir at all. But when we ail
stir, all the time, with good steady
strokes from the right hand, something
some

is sure to

happen.

We
We, too, must stir with faith.
would not stir anything for two minutes,
come
if we did not expect something to
of it. This is the motive for stirring.
A pudding stick can't move itself—there
be power back of it.
power in oar stirring.
mast

Faith is the

a

thousand hearthatonea,

train. 0, there is nothing that will dispel gloom and awaken memoriea like an

of officers re-

open fire.
Aa to your query, Dickvale. The flttest survive. Not so many toe-nails as
the heart could wish or the law permits.
We furnished them with a step-mother
in the shape of a broody ben. On a
dark, cold night we slipped her in beside
the mother and ber young, and when she
heard their infantile voices she began
crooning a cradle-song, mother-like, and
since then she seems to have the settled
conviction that ahe ia reaponaible for the
hatch. We are eatabliahed in the belief
that ahe would divide her laat cruet with
tbe chickens of her adoption. Nice hen.
And both mothers dwell together in
unity of purpose. The reault of education. We raised them.
The ladies of the Baptist church bold
a fair Friday evening.
Supper, entertainment and things fcr sale. Hope to
be there, weather permitting.
Wilson Shaw is on his way to Geneva,
N. T., for a month's visit to his son and

Sec—M. h. Kimball.

there:

relighted on

Area that long ago went out in darkness
at the advent of the airtight-air-killer,
bringing catarrh and kindred ills in its

Tyler—Ε. E. Andrews.
Mrs. Alice Rolfe and her grand-daughter, Ruth Bean, have been confined to
tbe house with sickness. Mrs. Rolfe
has suffered from a severe cold and Miss
Ruth with measles.
Mr. George A. Cole and wife entertained tbe Silver Grays Saturday evening at whist
Dr. Donovan operated upon Bert
Hutchins Wednesday for appendicitis.
His condition at the time of the operation was considered serious. Later he
was comfortable.
Roy Keene of Farmington made his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Adna Keene, a
short visit. Mr. Keene has an excellent

position at Farmington.
Raise your voice in cheer even in your
Mrs. Addie Rowe will visit with relaseemingly little corner. If you cannot tives and friends for a time in Massaetir the whole pudding to-day stir to- chusetts with tbe hope that her health
Show your
morrow and to-morrow.
may be improved.
colore. Why don't we wear our white
The following committee has been
ribbons? Every one can do that. Isn't it
by W. M. of Oxford Lodge,
appointed
this
wear
to
of
faith
a confession
badge, No. 18, F. and A. M., on centennial obknown?
well
now so
servance of the lodge: E. F. Smith, B.
F. Bradbury, C. F. Ridlon, C. P. Barnes,
But a

Λ»

1

II—

..I

A|

barn affairs, and Charlie is faithful and
knows bow.
We note that Dyer of Buckfield is a
pusher among the law-makers. He's
well equipped for the work in band. He
is no waster of words—talks to the point
and stops when he gets there. That's
rigbt. An overdose or word· prodnces
Irowsiness and oftentimes defeats the
end sought. Are you sleepy? Then we
ihould have dropped the final period
John.
back along.

F. H. NOYES CO.

CATARRH OROWINO LESS.
HYOMEI.

OF

DUE TO THE CSX

CURX8

WITHOUT STOMACH DOS I KG.

There has been a marked falling off of
■alee of catarrh cores in the local atores
Medicines which were
the put year.

formerly purchased in grosa lota are now
aeldom called for, and the druggist rarely boys more than a dozen at a time.
Hyomei i> a notable exoeption to this
decrease in sale·. It is, in fact, largely
responsible for the lessened sales of catarrh medicine·, as it has cnred so many
people of catarrhal trouble· that naturally there ia le*s call for remedies for
that disease.
There is no disagreeable stomach dosIt ia breathed
ing with Hyomei.
throngh a neat pocket inhaler that comes
with every Hyomei outfit. 7. A. Shurtleff A Co. give their personal guarantee
that the money will be refunded unless
the treatment cures, so that you run no
risk at all in buying this reliable remedy.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs but

|1,

bottles, if needed,

extra

50c.

Announce

PARK, Register.

NOTICES.

LEGISLATIVE

JUDICIARY.
The Committee on Judiciary will give a Public
In
Its
room at the State House In
hearing

FUR COATS VERY LOW.
YOU CAN SAVE DOLLARS BY BUYING WINTER
CLOTHING THIS MONTH OF US. OUR PRICES ARE
THE
CONSIDERING VALUES.
LOW
ALWAYS
MONTH OF FEBRUARY WE ARE GIVING YOU EXCEPTIONAL VALUES. WE WANT THE MONEY AND
ROOM FOR SPRING GOODS. CALL AND EXAMINE
OUR VALUES AND GET PRICES.

Remember These

Found at

are

The Blue Stores,
Norway.

(2 Stores,)

Paris,

South

iPW»PP>PWBlWW>WWPP»»«in»<m»p«<pg»ww>»»»i>w.w.w
F.

A.

NHCRTLEFF

*

F.

CO.

A.

SOCBTLEFF

CO.

A

STOP THAT HACK by using

Pine Tree

Augusta,

Tuesday, Feb. 5,1007, at 2 o'clock p.

—

Suits, Overcoats, Reefers, Work
Coats, Odd Trousers, Underwear.

Presented
eneflclary.

A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D.

5ale

Men's, Youths' and Children's

JEREMIAH BURNHAM. late of New Boston In the State of New Hampshire, decease*] ;
copy of will and peUUon for probate thereof
by Adelaide B. Jones, daughter and

ADDI80N E. IIEBRICK,
Judge of said Court.

Customers

-

Down

OP

—

published

therein named.

Their

-

General Mark

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all person· Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Pari·, In vacation. In
and for the County of Oxford, on the 32nd day
of Jan., In the year of our Lord one thouaand
nine hundred and seven, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, It la hereby Obduucd :
That notice thereof be given to all persona Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weefca successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Parts, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Pans, on the
third Tuesday of Feb., A. D. 1907, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
they see cause:

STEPHEN B. BAW80N, late of Paris, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
Buswell, the executrix
presented by Addle E.
%

to

-

m.

This

amendment
No· 92. On a resolve proposing
to the constitution providing that the rights of
citizens of the state to vote and bold office shall
not be denied or abridged on account of sex.
an

remedy

prompt use

probate.

It is

No. 100. On a resolve proposing an amendment
to article 4 of the constitution of the State of
Maine, establishing a people's veto through
optional referendum, and a direct Initiative by
petition and at general election.

for

a

should be in the hands of every

slight cough

or

cold will

cause

family,

as

its

immediate relief,

long standing generally yield to its curative powers.
Nothing equals it for the coughs and colds of CHILDREN.
pleasant to take and gives quick relief.

while

Thursday, Feb. 7,1907, at 2 o'clock p. m.
No. 96. On an act to amend section 15 of chapter
βδ of the revised statutes, relating to court· of

Cough Syrup.

cases

of

TO

WARRANTED

23

GIVE

cents

ct

SATISFACTION.

Bottle.

Tuesday, Feb. 12,1907, at 2 o'clock p. M.
stirring presupposes something
No. 117. On an act relating to the Bumford
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
to stir. Beware of empty kettles. Some G. W. Holmes.
Falls A Bangeley Lakes Railroad Co.
The ministrel show Thursday evening
to stir; result, noise and
one begins
M.
2
p.
at
o'clock
Feb.
The
be.
to
1907,
20,
Wednesday,
numerous petitions are being presented nothing more.
The pot is empty. Are was all it was advertised
No. 109. On an act to provide an additional
seat
are those which provide for the
there any unions like that? Unions are Opera House was crowded. Every
term of Supreme Judicial Court for the county
days or less:
full
received
Wednesday afternoon, the
one
·°ΡΡ°^
van
filled
and
ever?
of Oxford.
insane paupers by the
like empty kettles when they never
Blanche G. Lane.
^ of
Leon M Allen,
Lessons fromι
the maintenance of
bridges by answer letters, never return report "money's worth." AH local talent and
Thursday, Feb. 14,1907, at 2 o'clock p. M.
Herman K. Woodworth. Veola 1. <le Lauzon,
HUNTING FOR TROUBLE.
was ed by
b^Mariorie
Chandler, the state. Petitions highway
Marjone
to run a
how
meeting
knows
Mac
class.
Wood
in
first
ill
worth.
are
also
execuNo. 141. On an act to Incorporate the Kczar
to
Henry
send
no
Albert Bonney.
coming
representatives
blanks,
q
^
"I've lived in California 20 years, and Falls Water Company.
was the judgment
llernard W. Leach.
show
minstrel
the
for
a
law
not
subdo
sorely,
or
carryconventions,
tive meetings
forbidding
Hattie M. Leach, Teacher.
The colored People frequently
»m still hunting for trouble in the way
J. H. MONTGOMERY, Secretary.
ing of firearms on the wild lands during scribe for temperance papers, and their of all who attended.
Ernest J. Record has bought the Col- Marie Newton; The Esquimaux,. Hilda close time, as well as for other changes members are afraid to mention the W.
The Universalist fair will be held at af burns, sores, wounds, boils, cuts,
was
which
Bucklen'e
Pleasant
Chandler.
that
Feb.
of
on
Street,
or
a
case
piles
iprairfs,
Concert Hall, Thursday and Friday,
STATE LAUD AND STATE ROADS.
by house
in the game laws recommended by the C. T. U. above a whisper.
|
F. A. SHI'KTLEFF A CO.
F. A. NHUBTLKFF A CO.
21 and 22. The Stevens concert will be Arnica Salve won't quickly cure," writes
The Committee on 8tate Land and State Roads
biidly damaged by fire about two
seems to me that it is not as imIt
Sierra
of
will
Charles
Walters
months ago, the roof being practically λ
House
the
Alleghany,
give a Public hearing In the Senate Cham·
held at
Wednesday
the charter of the
Opera
afternoon wimi
day
ilaaaaaaaacQeaaaaa'iaaaQaqatiiauaqaaaqaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
to stir vigorously as it is to stir
Co. No use hunting, Mr. Walters; it ber at the State House In Augusta,
burned off and the fire running down
Schumann Bethel Trust Co. has a favorable report portant
evening, Feb. 27th.
Feb. β, at 3 o'clock p. u.
gently and persistently. Of course there
The M. E. church quarterly meeting :ures every case. Guaranteed by F. A.
through the walls to some extent. Mr.
from committee.
A
20.
η act to provide for state aid and for
No.
we
all
times when we must stir for
Record has begun work on repairs, and
the expenditure of other public moneys In the
The woman suffragists have their in- are
Saturday and Sunday was well attended Shurtleff A Co. 25 cents.
Roll Call—Item· about 9",llvan
are worth! But we can't keep that up all ; ind of
will get a roof on the building as soon J Piano
Mr# wheeler.
permanent Improvements of main highways or
on the afternoon of Tuesday, Feb.
great interest. The two sermons
ning
be
:
state roads.
will
be
V....Miss Swett. 5 The Maine Central and most of its the time. Vigorous stirring might
The third floor
as possible.
Essay—Schumann,
the presiding elder were instructive
by
SALE.
FOB
Ml·»
Wheeler
R. B. STEVENS, Secretary.
is
which
I
former
official
necessary, | ind to the
called
stirring,
plan, Some,
The
speak
fare
rates
of
reports
changed somewhat from its
reduced
will
feeders
point.
Mrs.
give
Brlgg»Hlano
But stirring socially
One of the best investments in South
as we said before.
conditions with
the walls being carried higher and a Sontt..------church
Mrs. Barnee.
the
of
I]
troll
more than '
Eigbteen-room
were Paris, on High Street.
ilatter roof put on, so as to give three J Round Table.
of submitting the rail- and unofficially accomplishes
progress. The following officers
to believe.
Large
bouse, finished in three rents.
more rooms on that floor.
road tax rebate matter to the Supreme we are apt
appointed:
stable connected. Several acres of land,
«.· Court for a decision as to its constituWe must stir harmoniously. It is only j Trustees—H. C. Davie, H. E. Gibson, Aaron àlso three house lots in desirable localThe Queen Esthers were eutertained ,
Poughkeepsie, New York.
false, V. E. Dunn, F. P. Stone, O. P. Brooks,
tionality was finally settled on Thurs- hv the intuitive Dower to imasine one's ! λ.
T. Bennett, Lewis Lovejoy and Horace F. ity. Contemplated removal only cause
by Miss Jessie Tolman last Friday afterA8SETS, DEC. II, 1906.
A sewing bee, con- ;
day, when it was indefinitely postponed self in another's place, and to see from 3 lark.
noon and evening.
tor sale.
Stewards— H. E. Gibson, O. P. Brooks, F. P.
φ 7,600 00
ocuaio,
»nd i.o d»«g«.r. I υ y a suie puny
Mortgage Loans,
another's standpoint that we can do
ducted by Miss Godwin, was a jolly, wliom she
Paris.
South
H.
J.
STUART,
Thomas Mulrbead, D. L.
Stocks and Bonds,
404,792 64
I"";
and Republicans voting for postponement justice to the conflicting opinions and Stone, I. P. Cobb, O.
Memw
afternoon.
p„i,,
the
Startime
Jonathan
during
C.
8tone,
D.
In
Office
B.
and
52,775 88
Cash
busy
Bank,
foslln,
Gould,
and the Democrats against. The vote antagonistic individualities of which the [ jlrd, Arthur Morgan, Virgil Dann and F. Bus
» «
38,215 47
bers unable to come in the afternoon
Agents' Balances,
in
which
a
are
full.
Interest
and
Bents
was
T.
U.
irell.
1,911 29
a
debate,
the
W.
C.
servod
and
world
preceded by
Miss Tolman
came to supper.
on our center counter
President Ladles' Circle—Etta Noyea.
-bU=b .. I».»·''? Senator Staples, who introduced the orwith faith, with
President Ε ρ worth League—Clara Connor.
(iross Assets
royal feast which was enjoyed by the
I
505,20318
let
us
So
keep
stirring
and
Senator
in
its
nome.
support,
Bennett.
der,
64
Andrews
spoke
297
Mrs.
After
Junior
not
admitted
games
Deduct
Items
supper
League—Agnes
party of twelve.
hope, with love—not forgetting that the fiupt.
Deasy of Hancock in opposition.
were played and a good time enjoyed by
S. C. Foster's new songs on sale at
a
of these is love.—Union Signal.
The C. E. Society of the CongreAdmitted Assets,
$ 504,905 64
Petitions aggregating several thousand greatest
are attracting much
all. This Monday evening the circle
Powers'
L.
R.
tfre.
gational church observed the twenty- names in opposition to resubmission
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1906.
meets in the M. Ê. vestry for business;
ittention.
of Christian Endeavor
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 22,822 52
were presented last week.
an/1
nf
members. An eu-1 sixth birthday
Λ FIGHTER WHO IB AFRAID.
at
L. H. Daughraty, formerly with J. 0.
Unearned Premiums
wares,
241,456 35
Sunday evoning with the following
The insurance policy fight again looms
90 00
All other Liabilities,
tertainment and sale to be held in the
General Frederick D. Grant says in the >ooker, is conduotor on the Norway
programme:
00
the
same form as in the last
in
about
Cash
200,000
Capital,
up,
tear future is being planned.
New York Defender: "Tell the young ind Paris Street Railway.
40,825 87
our
Singing
Congregation.
Surplus over all Liabilities
the bill introduced by SenaMiss Walker. legislature,
men through your paper that General
Dr. Moulton of Portland performed an
Walter P. Maxim had a narrow escape Scripture Heading
tor Heselton providing for trial by jury,
Pastor.
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$ 504,995 64
not drink a drop of liquor- )peration on the ear of Mildred Noyea
does
Prayer,
Grant
He!
last
Monday.
from a serious injury
and containing other provisions favor- has not for
Uuartette. Jesus Is Precious,
W.J. WHEELER A CO., Agents,
of I
eighteen years—because he Wednesday. She has been dangerously
Mr. Cole,
Mies Clark.
was at work in the house fioish shop
South Paris, Maine.
able to the insured such as have been atMr. Baldwin.
to drink it. I tried to drink j tick, but is improved.
afraid
is
!
Mrs.
stick
a
Daugbraty.
oft
&
Son, cutting
S. P. Maxim
Mies Clark. tempted in previous legislatures without
the
What C. K. Mean} to Me
Mrs. Rowena Swan attended
with extreme moderation, because I
with a swing saw. The saw pinched in Singing.
IF YOU want a quick caeli
success.
knew that alcohol is the worst poison a ! funeral of her sister, Mrs. Nathan Bean,
the cut, and gave the frame such a What C. K. Mean* to the Church. Mrs. Bounds.
Mr. Dyer has introduced an act to
sale for your country propa
I
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Dedicate.
We
could
Bethel
to
man
it
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Chrlat
J
Our
system;
Friday.
violent yank as to disconnect the balanc- Quartette.
Mrs. Barnes. prevent the pollution of North Pond, found out it was an impossibility
erty, write for our improved
to
C. E. In Other Lands,
Joseph Holt died at his home at the
adNo
Pastor. used as a water supply for Buckfield
blank·.
ing weight attached to the eaw frame Brief remark·
FREE
Hating
drink moderately. Because moderate Palls Tuesday morning after a long sickMiss Wheeler.
overhead. The weight, over twenty Solo,
wear at
vance payment required.
village.
Benediction.
drinking is a practical impossibility, I less of cancer at the age of nearly
pounds of iron, fell just at the sideof of
At the hearing before the judiciary
If you desire to purchase real estate,
No man in Norway has
an absolute teetotaler—a crank, seventy years.
became
it
corner
a
sharp
Mr. Maxim's head,
Good Cheer supper Tuesday evening committee Thursday, on the bill which
We have for sale
write or call on us.
if you please. I will not allow it even in oeen better known than Joseph Holt.
in Oxford
cutting a gash in the scalp which requir- of this week. Supper at 0:30 and the changes the official ballot to what is
some of the best farms
house. Drink is the greatest curse, During the past few months he lived
three
or
Two
my
close.
to
stitches
will
it
three
that
ed
committee wish to announce
known as the Massachusetts form, the
County.
because practically all crime and all dis- frith Mr. and Mr·. Ellsworth Meader.
inches farther over it would have crush- be * good one. Following the supper change was advocated by several, and
aster are the result of it. Nearly every ; Services were conducted by Rev. C. A.
ed the skull. As it was, the effect is a will be giveu the two-act comedy, "An no one appeared in opposition to the
The E. A. Strout Farm
calamity in the country, barring Brooks.
few days' continement to the house.
Old Maid's Wooing," with the following change. The Massachusetts ballot, in- great
The Board of Health of Norway warn
accidents of nature, is due to drink.
in the World."
the
candidates
cast:
of
in1
stead
arranged
having
Not even that great educator
Ninety-five per cent—I will make it no people who are now suffering with or
bashful admirer,
NEW YORK.
columns, as in the Maine bal- less—ninety-five per cent of desertions have been exposed to the measles to be
by
party
iBo NA55AU STREET.
thoroughness and care, the printing John Hopkins, Sally's
Harold Fletcher.
88 MARKET SQUARE,
lot, has them arranged in alphabetical and acts of lawlessness in the army is jareful not to carry the disease so as to
District Mgr.,
office, is efficient to prevent some breaks | Dan Jeffers, Deacon Smith's nephew,
P.
STILES,
MOSES
Wlnslow C. Thayer. order under each office, and each name due to drink.
A few days since the.
If I could, by offering my indanger those who would otherwise
being made.
Maine.
SOUTH PARIS.
Norway,
A. L. Holmes. must be marked separately.
lawyer
Democrat received a postal card which, Richard Dunn, Sally's
ΜΔΙΝΗ.
body a sacrifice, free this country from Mcape. The schools closed Friday afterPARIS,
SOUTH
Bev. Mr. Brown, the young parson
Senator Eaton of Washington County
with the exception of the substitution of j
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for
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talk
Health
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Board
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privilege
Almighty
Louis Clark. for submitting to the people a constiwith stammering,
Jan 31 07
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no
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Andrews.
Mrs.
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country,
....Mrs.
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Yours truly
from me unless he showed proof of his lay, fell on the walk and broke her arm.
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SoU Pub Co
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by
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Meeting
Ueorge W. Ripley.
comDover provides that transportation
iras held at Masonic Hall, Friday evensired.
to
The following, which we clip from the
at
George W. Ripley, one of the oldest panies in the state shall furnish passes
There was a large attendance.
ing.
Two men by the names of William E. j residents of Paris, died at his home to members of the
interestmakes
and
other
Waterville
pretty
Mail,
legislature
a
followed
Work
who
banquet.
by
were; about three miles north of the Hill on
Pierce and William J. Longe,
officers, agents or employes of the state. ing reading just now, when there is so
at
The fourth annual ball, Veranda Club,
our
)ut
canvassing in South Paris about two j Sunday, Jan. 27. He was bom Feb. 11,
much talk of resubmission in the air.
on Thursday evenTrunk
Grand
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months since, hired
Nominations for two quite important The "logical connection" which the Mail it the Opefa House
1817, and was therefore at the time
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We have placed
lot of Remnants in Dry Goods and
marked
small
prices that will
cotton and
sell. This lot contains all
wool Blankets, Puffs,
Also

Δ.11 Kind of Ma-

sons' Supplies.

Agency,

"Largest

K. W. WALKER & SON,

Mark Down Sale of

offices were made by Governor
his death only a few days less
week, when he named James Donohne
years of age.
Mr. Kipley was born and always lived of Rockland as commissioner of sea and
and returned, but immediately on their in Parie, though he was absent from shore fisheries, and Thomas J. Lyons of
He was the son Yinalhaven as commissioner of indusreturn packed their stuff and left town, town at work at times.
taking the mileage books, which they of Capt. Uriah Ripley, who was a soldier trial and labor statistics. Mr. Donohue
later sold. After considerable search, of the war of 1812, and was the youngest is a leading business man of Rockland, 51
the men were located in S ears port the J child in a large family of children, all of years of age. Mr. Lyons is a stone cuttirst of last week by Jailer Harrar, and whom are now dead. Mr. Ripley was a ter by trade, 65 years of age, coming
he went there and brought them to | blacksmith by trade, making a specialty from New Brunswick when a boy. He is
South Paris. They were taken before of edged tool work, in which he was a man of prominence in labor organizaat several places. He also did tions, and was a candidate for the senate
Judge Jones in the Norway Municipal
of employedamount of work as
Court, and each received a sentence
carriage on the Republican ticket last fall.
| a large
sixty days in jail, which they are now ironer, being employed in a number of
The two year old daughter of Louis
well known carriage factories in this
serving.
of life Guerrin of Lewiston was burned to
the
In
state.
of
the
prime
in
part
On the first of February a reduction
house Thursday. At the
he was a workman of more than the death in the
Crand Trunk fares from this station to
was on
and his services were in time of the accident the mother
ability,
average
forcasted
as
Portland went into effect,
the street and the father was at his work
demand.
since.
weeks
some
in the Democrat
handle factory. No one
He married, June 17, 1841, Harriet in the shovel
The single fare from South Parie to
for the fire unless the
and they settled on Paris Hill, can offer any cause
Portland is now 11.40, as against the Warren,
The
was playing with matches.
but two or three years later went to the child
former rate of $1.60. Regular return
was burned to a crisp. The face
Mrs.
for
care
to
body
homestead
Warren
fare is $2.:i5 instead of «2 70. The price
where they have ever was unrecognizable.
of a Saturday ticket ie $1.50, also a re- Riplev's parents,
lived. Mrs. Ripley survive· him,
since
NEIGHBORS GOT FOOLED.
duction of twenty cents from the former
than sixtyre- after a married life of more
"I was literally coughing myself to
rate.
Only the fare to Portland is bewere born eleven
them
To
five
years.
death, and had become too weak to leave
duced, the rate to other stations not
children, of whom two sons and two
and neighbors predicted that I
ing changed. The reduction ie made to
survive—G. K. Rlplev of my bed;
daughters
never leave it alive; but they
meet a reduction on the Maine Central,
would
North
Paris, James D. Ripley of
which made a general reduction of its South
fooled, for thanks be to God, 1 was
Mrs. Olive Downs of Newark, N. J., got
local fares on the first of February. If Paris,
induced to try Dr. King's New Diaoovery.
has
who
of
Otis
widow
Howe,
the fare had remained as before on the and Mary,
It took just four one dollar bottl·· to
been with her parents for some years.
cure the cough and resUA*·
(ïrand Trunk, it would have been possicompletely
of
number
a
also
grand- me to
are
sound health/' write· Mrs
ble for a passeuger to save twenty cents There
good
and
children
great-grandchildren.
Stark
Eva Uncapher, of Grovertown,
by buying a ticket to Danville Junction,
of
were
who
sons
two
Mr. Ripley's
and waiting there for a Maine Central
Co., Ind. This King of cough and cold
William
and
K.
George
sufficient age,
healer of throat and lungs, is
train to go into Portland—though why
and cures, and
for W enlisted early in the civil war,
guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.,
any one should be willing to do that
W. was killed at ChancellorsWilliam
Druggists. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle
twenty cents may be a question.
ville.
free.
All-of-a-twist were things at the supThe funeral on Wednesday was attendper of the Fan-Tan Club last Tuesday ed by Rev. J. H. Little, and was largely
Alexander C. Duncan of Masardis, 40
evening at the club room. The hostesses attended. The remains were borne to years old, married, a heater car tender,
deE.
Wilson,
of
the
H.
Mr·.
for the evening»were
the grave by four grandsons
was instantly killed on the night of the
Mrs. I. E. Andrews, Mrs. C. W. Bowker 1 ceased.
26th ult. by falling beneath a Northern
and Mrs. Wirt Stanley, and their twisted
Seaport train at Northern Maine JuncKilled
to their Arthur
Flint
Accidentally
«
supper waa a testimony both
tion.
The
hospitality and their ingenuity.
GUN
SHOT
A
OF
in
THE EXPLOSION
BY
By the council of administration of
guests were supposed to be twisted
the Grand Army It hat just been decided
their costumes, and moat of them were,
CARTRIDGE AT PARMACHEENEE.
to call the next department meeting in
in a manner most remarkable. When
on
Bangor, Wednesday and
Arthur A. Flint of Wllson'a Mills, City Hall,
they arrived they found a ladder laid so
at Parma- Thursday, the second week in June.
the stairs that they were to deacend,
manager of a lumber company
that they had to make their entrance to cheenee Lake, is dead as the result of a
RISING FROM THE GRAVE.
the hall backward. The place cards at shooting accident. While re-loading ι
A prominent manufacturer, Wm. A
the table contained the namea in curious shot gun Flint received the contenta of ι
N. C., relates a
After they were cartridge, which waa accidentally ex- Fertwell, of Lucama,
jumbles of letters.
most remarkable experience. He says:
hii
the
aa
such
through
the
ahot
passing
seated, an elegant repast,
ploded,
"After taking leas than three bottles of
Fan-Tans know so wall, waa seLout. body and causing death within a shorl
Electric Bitters, I feel like one rising
The menu included roast chicken, cran- time. Flint was 38 years old. Severa
Bos from the grave. My trouble la Bright1·
berry sauce, mashed potato, onions, hot years ago he was well known among
in the Diabetes stage. I fully
rolls, twisted doughnuts, cake in variety, ton and New York sportsmen as a guid< I disease,
believe Electric Bitters will cure me
sherbet, coffee and nuts, together with in the Pannacheenee region.
permanently, for it baa already stopped
numerous varieties of picklea and similar
the liver and bladder complications
I wish to thank the friends for th<
appetizers. Fingers were made before
which have troubled me for y®»*··'1
si
forks, and the fact that the guests were sympathy and assistance expressed
ftt F* A. Shurtleff A Co. et
Guaranteed
or
slokneeaand
knivea
go
me
their
to
daring
my
with
eat
materially
obliged to
Price only 50c.
without waa accepted aa part of the recovery, also the teachers of the higt druggists.
no
and brick schools for the kindly interest
game, though they objected when
We wish to express our heartfell
and
shown in their gift of flowers.
spoons were served with the sherbet
thanks to our friends and neighbors whe
Pierce.
W.
also.
Edwin
sickness
the knivea had to do duty with that
so kindly helped us during the
After supper there waa a game of unbeloved husband,
wa ι and death of onr
Paris
West
of
at
Fickett
C.
Peter
cities,
twisting the twisted name of the
at the annua I father and grandfather.
prize, chosen vice-president
which Mise Iva McArdle won
Mbs. Geo. W. Ripley.
of Fourth
Maine
the
League
mad*
of
which
meeting
and other novel diversion·,
Mbb. Maby K. How* akd Family.
In Portland last week
Postmasters
Claae
th« evening pesa vary pleasantly.
mileage bonVs at

Xoyea Co. to go to Lewiston and return
the next day. They went to Lewiston
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ANNUAL JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE OF DRY GOODS
AND SMALL WARES FOR THE

thinks it discovers is obvious. It's a
of homes or saloons; we cannot well
have both, and it's up to us to choose
which we would rather have: "It is a
remarkable fact that according to the
United States census, Maine is the only
state east of the Mississippi River that
has more home owners than home
renters. And she has thirty-six per cent
more people who own their homes than
rent their places of abode. Maine also
has no licensed saloons. Do these facts
have any connection? When we look
back to the ante-prohibition period in
the history of the state, and recall the
old hats and rags that were stuffed into
broken windows, and the thousands of
farms and other homes that were under
mortgage to the saloons then running
wide open, we cannot doubt that there is
a logical connection between the two
case

facts."—Zion's Advocate.

Letter from Cushman.
Buckfield, Jan. 30,1907.
The second Saturday of this month

red letter day for your worthy
The members of the Grand
Army met at their ball in the village.
By the politeness of my friend, Capt.
Charles Prince, I bad a cordial invitation
tu attend. I promised upon my honor
tu be there on time no matter what turnwas a

scribe.

lohn P. Cullinan.
Aids, W. C. Cole,
Horace Cole, Alton Curtis and F. F.
Swan. Music, Stearns' orchestra.
Mrs. Edward E. Harris of Somerville,
Mass., is with her mother, Mrs. Frank
3ox, who is very sick at her home on

As this was their

Reductions that make immediate

We

Crescent Street.

The

The

a daughter.
Norway, Jan. 39,

to the wife of Fred S.
daughter.
In west Bethel, Jan. 23, to the wife of Fred C.
(Vlggctt, a daughter.
In Kezar Fall·, Jan. 98, to the wife of Herman
J. Fox, a daughter, Theda Louise.
In Norway, Jan. 98, to the wife of Ivory P.
Seavey, a eon.

A

a

_

stock and

It will pay you
All the overcoats

to

buy

to the

FRISIAN

SOD.
la

Romford Falls, Jaa.81, Mn. William Wood.
la G1 lead. Jan. 99, Mn. Jessie E., wife of
Samuel L. Morse, aged 87 yean.
la LoveU, Jan. 39, Mn. Elisabeth W. Chap11 day·.
man, aged 87 yean, 8 m oath·,

Great Bargains in MilliYou
close
We wish
Mrs. E. A. Howe's.
iery
the lowest price
winter stock
all of
Call and

see our

3qc. Ostrich

E.

MRS.

not

A.

Tips,

or

3 for $1.00.

HOWE,

South Paris, Maine.

includ-

are

23

marked down

are

to

$ 7.50
10.00

overcoats are marked down to

12.00

are

marked down

to

overcoats are

marked down

to

The Lauter Playerpiano

00

14
18.00

line of Fur Coats and Fur Lined Coats

large

at

cost.

All of

Suits

our

includes

same
a

ratio.

wide

fabrics and colors.
sizes

are

here at

This

range

of

Most all

at

reduced

blanket

prices.

lining,

with lambskin.
have fur collars.

bargains

present.

1

CANVAS COATS

of

marked in

been

have

about the

broken lots

at the

Some with
others

Many
All

prices

lined

of them

are

As

played

extra

by
hand

marked.

One Price
Clothier,

L

In

usual
way

As

pUytJ
•.;«ris

music
<jod
Iff.idles by any
player

ui'J

of

roll

Lawyer

'^aMexloo,

niLLINERY.

now

overcoats are marked down to

15
The 18 overcoats

Henley,

regular month-

12

The

ions.
In Hartford, Jan. 19, to the wife of Cheater
3 am mon. a daughter.
In South Albany, Jan., to the wife of Elmer

Married.

wear.

The $10 overcoats

Woodatock, Jan. 28, to the wife of Erneit B.

Moore,

season.

N. Dayton Bolster &, Go.,

Dossible.

buying profitable.

to close out our

mixed lot of Children's Underhalf price.

ed in the mark down.

Hurtle, twin

In

this method

for next winter's

Born.
In

use

carry it into next

▲ Certain Cur· for ChUblslu·
Shake into your shoe· Allen'· Foot-Ease, a
jowder. It core· Chilblain·, Froetblte·. Damp.
and
Sweating, Swollen feet. At all Druggist·Allen
ihoe Store·, 26c. Sample Fbkk. Addre··,
Y.
N.
Le
i. Olmsted,
Boy,

In Romford, Jan. 22. bj Rev. G. B. Hannafoid,
Mr. Andy Falardo of Rumford and Mies Nellie
ly campfire with baked bean dinner, I Joyce of Ireland.
Jan 28, by Bev. G. P. Feller,
thought I would not be outdone eating In 8toneham,
Grorer and Ml·· Dora McAllister,
baked beans, so I sort of went into train- Mr. Artemaa
both of Stoneham.
ing a day or two before the day mention- In Norway, Jan. 28, by Rev. B. S .Hideout, Mr.
ed therein, and when the time came I Arthur Herbert Holman and Ml·· Mabel Louisa
Wyman.
was in fighting order.
At 11:80 I made my appearance at the
Died.
hall in the midst of a snow storm. But
what cared I, for I have heard so much
In Westbrook, Jan. 34, 8arah (Cole), widow
about the weather lam about disgusted
and formerly of Greenat the thoughts of it. We had beans and of Ephralm Pennell,
wood,
aged about 88 year·.
other things in abundance, and everyIn Norway, Jan. 3b, Joseph Hoi', aged 88years.
In Norway, Jan. 27, Leona Maud Pierce,
thing was cooked in good shape.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. 8. Pierce, aged 18
The next question that came into my daughter
3 month·, 3 day·.
head was how I was to get out of the yean.
In South Parla, Jan. 37, Mr·. Angella Anhall with all that load on my stomach, drew·, aged 77 years, 8 month·.
In Portland. Jan. 90, Henry ElUott, formerly
but I got out somehow, and attended
of LoveU, aged about 40 year·.
court at
Dyer's office in the InTogua, Jan. 17, Simeon Charles Howe of
afternoon. The case was that of two Frveburg, aged 78 year·.
in Oxford, Jan. 37, Duitln Martin, aged 84
French womeu who could not agree, so
The years.
one pounded the other with a hoe.
In Beachmont, Ma··., Jan, William Faunoe,
case was tried before Judge Parsons. to: merly of Oxford, ag< d 81 year·.
wardwell, aged 17
Dyer for state, Bridgham for defendant. in Oxford, Jan. 37, Guy
Judge Parsons fined the woman's hus- yean
in Bridgton, Jan. 19, James Monroe Abbott
band $5.00 and costs of court Then I of Oxford, ag«d 84 years.
In North Waterford, Jan. 38, S. B. Naaon.
came away.
In Miaot, Jan. SI, Mrs. France· M. (King),
Wm. Cushman.
wife of Leon&rd F. VerrlU, aged 7i yean.
At Pannacheenee Lake, Jan.. Art bur A. Flint,
K&ajr Children in Mekljr.
aged 88 yean.Jan.
In Canton,
38, W. W. Blanchard, aged 88
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders tor Children,
used by Mother Gray, a nurse la Children'» year·.
81
In Hiram, Feb. 1, Marshall W. Spring, aged
Home, New York, Break up Colds In 94 hours,
cure Fevertshness, Headache, Stomach Trouble·,
Jaa.82, Mn.▲.8. Burgess.
Teething Disorder·, and Destroy Worm·. At
In Dlxfleld, Jan. 37, Wentworth Bicker, aged
all droKcUt·, SSe. Sample mailed FREE. Adabout 75 yean
dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
In Portland, Jan. 38, Mn. F. E. Smith, formerScad T*u Cattle aad Htm HMes
ly of Dlxfleld.
In Bum ford Falls, Jan. 80, Mrs. J. A. RjblnFOB COMPANY,
CB08BY

ed up.

Men's Clothing.

salico ball. All attend and all have the
Floor manager,
time of the winter.

Wrappers.

Fur Robes Marked Down!
Now is the time to buy a Fur Robe cheap.
I shall close out the balance of my Fur

Robes at

a

oon·

TWO PIANOS IN

ONE—ANYBODY CAN PLAY IT

We can take your present piano In exchange, end wW arranne monthly
for the difference If desired. Illustrated catalog will be mailed to any

NOTE
payments
address on request.

W. J. WHEELER

Large Stock of Piano·
Billings' Block

and

Organ· Always

on

discount.

JAMES N. FAVOR, HWrjRp·"
OX TVfAln flit.»

Norway, Maine.

CASTORIA Fir Istarts ind Childrm.
Th Kiri Yh Hit· Alwan Bsaffet

Boars the

T"

Hand.

Eaay Tenus
South Paris, Mala#

The New-York

ALMOST

Tri-Weekly Tribune

AS

almost at
newspaper for buy people,
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
times every week.
bring· it to your door three
and Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
of The Daily
and contains all the most important news
Tribune, which ia a guarantee of its value.
have not
If you live in the village or on a farm and
in oloae touch
time for a daily newapaper you may be kept
«mall cost.
with all important newa of the world at a very
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
it with
TRIBLNE is only $1.50 per year, butvou can secure

metropolitan
good m a daily,

GOOD

ia a

AS

A
DAILY

your own

Democrat,
favorite local newspaper, The Oxford

Both Papers One M for $2.25.

NEWS-

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
to THE NEWYour name aud address on a postal card
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,

PAPER.

bring

sample

you a free

copy.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

quantity desired.

2.

Paroid; open it; init to your roof,

BUYspect it; apply
lot of

and if then you are not satisfied
Chat you ha»e the btti ready roofing
made, send us your name and addrrav. and we will send yimacheck
for the full coet of the roofing including the coet of applying it.
__

showing
rent; a wanderer Into to walk slowly.
423.—Charade·.
L
•Nay; be not angry, friend!" he cried.
fun."
In
"I only spoke
'Not so," the other quick replied.
"Two whou, it cannot be denied,
Showed It was not a on·."
IVo.

II.
My on· la soft until it's cooked;
until
it's broken;
hard
Is
two
My
tfy wholx la brown and rich and sweet,
still
a token.
Of mother's cooking

holiday

blow.

With a

Roofing
Money-back

Lon
Paroid Lasts Longest

Because i t is made of the tost felt—made in our own
nulla (established in 1817); other manufacturer· buy
their felt outside r nd simply saturate and coat it.
Because it is mxiked (not dipped) In a saturating
in «very fibre.
compound which make· it water proof
Because i t is coated ou both sidce with the ttrcngett,
mott
flexible coating
thick··tt, smoothest, touyhest,
used on any ready roofing. Don't take our word aloM
You can see
other.
with
Paroid
any
for it. Compare
and feel the difference. Paroid doe· not breaker
weather.
hot
run
in
or
weather
the
coldest
in
crack
Because it is applied with our patented square,
side»—the only cap· that will not nut, work loom

money-back

plans for Practical Farm Buildings.

Better

7. A consonant.

No. 428.—Pi.
Make two countries from the follow-

ing letters: aannrrydwkemo.
3

Ο

ο

Ο

Ο

ο

ο

ο

ΤΟΟΟΟΟΟΟΟΟΘ
9ΟΟΟΟΟΟΟ10

11 οοοοοοοοο 13
0
ο

0

0

ο

ο

4

0

6

2
1-2. An instrument used to test oil.
5-0. Openings growing
8-4. A feeler.
9-10.
7-8. Want of power.
broader.
Unlimited, vast. 11-12. Skillful.
0

So.

do it at ooce.

δ

1 Ο

42,*.—Headline Puule.

We

wouldn't
couldn't

we

say

if

so

it!

prove

THE

>r

not.

To let your light shine before men it
1 sn't necessary to make a fireworks die-

quart of plain blano-mange
vanilla; while warm, stir in two
cupful· of stoned dates, pour Into a
wetted mold, and set on ice to harden.
When firm, turn out and cover with
whipped cream or the whites of two
eggs whipped to a stiff snow with two
tables poonfuls of
powdered sugar.
Decorate with blanched split almonds or
halved English walnut meats.
Plavoi·

with

a

DAT*

JELLY.

Wash one pound of dates and let them
soak in four cupfuls of water for two
ofl the water» etra,n- Kf
and put» it In a saucepan with one anc
Stone the
one-half cupfuls of sugar.
dates, add them to the syrup, and let

S™' î?1"?

The

HER

Lauter

^Caterpillars Ball APPETITE

to

would probably enter
wasn't for her aversion

Co.,

never

satisfied till he apologizes.

The roan who is satisfied to sit down
ind wait for something to turn up will
need a good thick cushion to his seat.
The devil pats himself on the back
every time he discovers a new hypocrite.
The man who puts on the earmuffs of
pleasure and profiigaoy can't be expected
to hear the still, small voice of conicience.
Wise is the man who having taken
» drop too much, also taketh a tumble
to himself.
It is human nature to fight for our
rights, and when we get them to fight

A woman is tired of her husband when
V,
ibe no longer cares to quarrel with him.
Only the rich can afford to be stingy.
At any rate, the loser is never accused
date bread.
of cheating.
Make a sponge with one quart of lukeThe fellow who is imbued with the
warm water, half a cake of compressed idea that the world owes him a living
yeast, a teaspoonful of salt and one and can get it in the penitentiary.
one-half pints of flour. Set It to rise in a
Only a fool will rock the boat on the

p,ace until hardened. Serve
Sa
with whipped cream heaped around the
base of jelly.

When quite light and
l spongy add half a cupful each of sugar
warm

place.

molasses and sufficient flour to make
stiff enough to knead. Work lu two
heaping cupfuls of coarsely-chopped
dates, knead and set to rise again. When
light, mold into loaves, and when wellrisen bake for three-quarters of an hour
This makes a delicious
in a good oven.
bread. Children frequently prefer it to
cake, and it is more wholesome for them.
DATE

MEBINOUE.

Wash, drain and dry the dates, stone,
and cut them in small pieces. Spread
one cupful of these over a platter and
with lemon juice. Whip suffi-

sprinkle
cient cream

to make two laige cupfuls,
and sugar to sweeten; fold in the stiffly
of two eggs and stir in
whites
whipped
ligutly the pieces of date. Arrange in a
deep glass dish in alternate layers with

sponge-cake crumbs which
slightly moistened with
ItJuJc?' or serve in 8IasB dieh

macaroon or

have been very

SANDWICHES.

equal quantities of date pulp and
finely-chopped English walnut meats.
Moisten slightly with a little soft butter
the mixture
or sweet cream, spread
smoothly on thinly-sliced bread, cover
with another slice, and press lightly to
make them hold together.

of matrimony.
When a fellow tells

sea

a girl he isn't
of her she doesn't believe it—at
the time.
A few kind words while we are alive
are worth a column of obituary after we
are dead.

worthy

Illustrated.

A teacher in one of the primary
schools of New York recently read to
"
her pupils "The Old Oaken Bucket
After explaining the song to them very
carefully, she asked the class to copy
the first stanza from the blackboard,
where she had written it, and try to illustrate the verse by drawings in the
same way a story is illustrated.
In a short while one little girl handed
beup her slate with several little dots
tween lines, a circle, a half a dozen dots,
and three buckets.
"I do not quite understand this,
Maimy," said tho teacher, kindly.
"What is that circle?"
"Oh, that's the well," Maimy replied.
"And why do you have three buckets?" again asked the teacher.
"One," answered the child, "is the
oaken bucket, one is the iron bound
bucket, and the other is the moss-covered bucket that hung in the well."
"But, Maimy, what are all these little
dots for?"
"Why, those are the spots which my

SAÎÎDWICHE8, NO. 2.
infancv knew," earnestly replied Maimy.
equal amounts of date pulp and
Discreet.
finely-chopped preserved ginger, moisten
There ia a Chicago lawyer who, his
with a little of the ginger syrup, and
Renins
spread over lightly-buttered bread, oolleaguee aver, haa a poaitive
witcover with another slice, and finish as for malapropoa suggestion to hie
for other sandwiches.

DATE BISCUIT.

Roll biecait dough oat quite thin,

the stand.
Recently thia lawyer waa counael in a
auit for divorce, wherein he waa examining a woman who bad taken the atand in
behalf of the plaintiff.

nesses

on

Mats, Mirrors

PEELED PULPWOOD.

CATERPILLAR," **8WRRED

the floor for the first grand waltz,
who should come along but Mr. Earth-

on

worm.

"Only caterpillars

are

admitted here,"

said the chief doorkeeper.
"Well, I'm a caterpillar," answered
Mr. Earthworm, and be looked offended.

"What kind of

a

pillar there.

of the little caterpillars
piece of chewing gum on the
lloor, anil right in the midst of the
But

one

dropi>od

a

whole affair Mr. Earthworm slipped on
it, ami down he went In a heap on the
floor.
Everybody cried "Oh!" for they
thought that he must have been hurt,
but he sprang up quickly enough and
was ready to keep on dancing. But,
wonderful to relate, the earthworm
got up wrong end foremost and began
to dance around upside down, for you
know that one end of an earthworm
looks as much like his head as the other. But the caterpillars knew the difference, and they all thought that he

ghost. The lady caterpillars
screamed, and the gentlemen caterpillars jumped out of the window, and
that ended the big ball, excopt that
must lie a

when Mr. Earthworm started to go
home a crowd of caterpillar policemen
caught him and sent him to jail for
three summers for his badness.
Moral.—Don't go where you don't be-

long.—CHilcago Tribune.

Cnn«jHe( hi 1Β83.
visitor to London in 1582
..'scriltca ι ban<;iit*t of that day. "I will
sell you no lye." lie begins cautiously.
"1 saw such kindes of mente eaten an
arc wont to be seue and not eaten—as
a horse rusted, a cat In gely, little HzΛ

Λ

are

!.ο:ι«!οιι

Spanish

wltb wbot brotb, frogges fried and
which I

divers other sortes of meates,
spread it with soft butter and then with
"Now, madam," began the attorney, snwe theme eate, but I never knew
chopped dates; spread over another
layer of the dough; cat with a small who ia alwaya aaying the wrong thing, what they were till they were eaten."
biscuit cutter, place od a buttered tin "repeat the alanderoua atatementa made The "quaking custard" of that period
and bake in a hot oven.
by the defendant on thia occasion."
was a huge dish in the middle of tbe
"Ob, they are unfit for any respectable table, into which, "at a private signal
DATE PUFFS.
witness.
the
No, J2N.—Addition».
to
hear!"
gaaped
person
fool suddenly leaped over the
Make a cake mixture as for cream
"Then, madam," said the attorney, the city
1. Add a cozy place to part of the
bake and cool. Then split and
of the astonished feasters. who
beads
puffs,
just
whisper
you
"suppose
coaxingly,
head and make fervent
till with a mixture of chopped dates and them to his honor the
were Instantly bespattered wltb this
judge."
2. Add the greatest to termination
whipped sweetened cream beaten toUndeterred,
rich and savory mud."
and mukc at the very end.
and
thick.
until
light
The Unexpected.
gether
however, by this nasty behavior, the
(New York Tribune.)
SPICED DATE CAKE8.
citizens not only ate plentifully of the
Conundrum· Aniwered.
W. A. Olaagow, Jr., of the Interstate
Sift together five cupfuls of flour, two
custard, but even took some home to
Which is swifter, heat or cold? lleat,
each of baking powder Commerce Commisaion'a counael, amiled. their wives. Nor were the women of
tablespoonfuls
because yoti can catch cold.
and ginger, and one teaspoonfui of cinna- lie had been interrogating a reporter in
those days backward in demanding exWhy does a Russian soldier wear mon. Put one cupful each of molasses hie hotel, and the reply he received was
dainties for themselves, it
brass buttons on his coat, an Austrian and sugar with a large tablespoonful of unexpected. "That was an unlooked for pensive
he said. "It was like seems, for an essayist of 1(501 sarcastic
soldier wear steel ones? To keep their butter in a saucepan over the fir», when answer, truly,"
the
the butter melts beat and stir for ten the answer the policeman gave to
ally asks: "Who will not admire out
coats buttoned.
A good citizen, breathless nice dames of London, who must bave
one cupful of good citizen.
Add
minutes.
gradually
an
between
the
difference
What Is
milk. Mix in the dry ingredients thor- and excited, ran up to a large, calm po- cheiTlea at 20 shillings a pound and
old cent and a new dime? Nine cents.
and lastly add half a cupful of liceman one day and cried:
oughly,
at 5 shillings η peck? Yong
When is u bee a great nuisance?
Officer, there ia a terrible flght go- poaseods
chopped, well-floured dates. liake in
riblettes of u rpanne and chickens of
the
to
the
corner
on
around
right.'
When he le a humbug.
a
in
tins
or
ing
well-buttered gent
patty pans

Jan.

PROBATE NOTICES.

To all person· Interested In either of the Eitat.
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Pari·, In tn<!
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Jan., In the year of our Lord one thouaand
The following matter
olne hundred and seven.
laving l>een presented for the action thereupon
lerclnafter Indicated, It 1· hereby ORDKSKU:
That notice thereof be given to all person* in.
«reste.!, by causing a copy of this order to t*
jubllshed three weeks successively In the <n.
'ord Democrat, a newspaper published at 8outb
Paris, In said County, tnat they may appear at *
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of February, A. D. 1907, at »
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heart there
on If they see cause.

L, M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St.,

FLORENCE Π. KING.

18th,19W.

tllaESlEP

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

BiOTICE*

The subscriber hereby give· notice that «he
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
8ILA8 K. KING, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of sala deceased are desired to present the same for settleand all Indebted thereto are requested to

ment,
caterpillar?" aBked make payment Immediately.

the doorkeeper.
"I'm a lialdheaded caterpillar," answered the earthworm promptly.
So they decided to let blm In anyhall and
way, and soon he was in the
dancing with the prettiest lady cater-

Scientific American.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

KILLthi couch

«no

RHEUMATISM CANNOT Bi
GORED ONLESS ORIC-O
18 DSED

CURE

wH

the

LUNC8

Dr. King's

LUNA Ε. A Η BUTT, l&te or Kumropi, ic
Leaned; will ami petition for probate thereof pre
scnted by Caroline W. Blanchard, the executrix
therein named.

Discovery
/Consumption

New

LUCY C. JONFS, late of Lovell, deceased;
will an<l petition for probate thereof presented
by Susan A. Walker, tho executrix therein

named.

Prie·

FOR I OUGHSand
^OLDS

5udden Deaths, Hurt Pallure antf
Paralysis Are Caused by Poisonous
Uric and Rheumatic Add·.

50c & $1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all

GILBERT TILTON, late of Buckdeld, -le.
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Cynthia M. Tllton, the executrix
therein named.

MONET BACK.

ALBERTO. JORDAN, of Albany, ward; it.
count presented for allowance by Thoiiia* <).

ΤΗΒΟΛΤ and LUNG TROUB-

LES,

The disease whose canse is ehrouded
in mysterv, the affliction that is said to
be incurable, is commonly known ae
paralysis. Show us a person suffering
with this disease, and you will find
that at some time previous to the at-

...

Mr.
A handsomely llluttnted weakly. Lanrsst
ciilatlon of an y «elanttfle tournai. Tara*. H a
oawidaaltn.
rear; four month·, |L Bold brail

Crayon, Water color,

in

Ε. H. PIKE,

MB.

EARTHWORM.

rpicUU notice,

High Grade Portrait Work

delivered at any etatio·».

A

Mouldings s,jL

&

Spruce, Fir, and Pop'ar

"I'll

Patents

and Pictures,

Wanted.

When a woman offends a man she is

for Ave minutes. Before removing from the fire, stir into them half a for more.
There wouldn't be so much room at
which has been soaked
?»t softgelatine
«η half a cupful of cold water. the top if the stairs were easier to climb.
until
Never call a man a fool unless you
Stir over the fire until the gelatine is
dissolved, then pour into a mold and set know he is fool enough to stand for it.
simmer

DATE

Begiuniug with u certain letter the
initials of the objects guessed, placed
in the order shown In the cut, will
spell the name of the story that the
New England
little boy Is reading.
Homestead.

^-.PIANOS—

Recovered

For

PoIKo

new woman

ministry if it
taking orders.

the

Mix

&

Little

Picture Frames

DATE

i

fit) A9in>al Story

ft oold
over it

Wlieeler

Mix

M

Dyspeptic.

1

u

'SX

*

(Philadelphia Lodger.)
When ι man takes whiskey for
ι le doesn't care whether he gets

«

wJ itselfιί with delicate nut cake.
by

SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

Philosophy of

The
Player Piano,
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and
and are sold for just as low
instruments,
first
all
are
claw, high grade
Dainties Made with Dates.
of the instrument. Also I have
as they can be sold for the quality
1
money
wholesome
is
an
in
The date
extremely
man who makes his money
ft],
190$.
Mill·,
Me.,Ju.
Bery
stock
Sin:—
Dear
always on hand. Prices
several medium grade pianos. A large
and nouriahlng food, and one which L ;rade is sneered at by the man who
The caterpillars' dance was the bigI began taking "L. F." Bitters over
will
we
and
could be mach more advantageously nakes his by marrying it.
try and interest you in
for
Send
catalogue
gest thing that the caterpillar family >ne
trouble and Iom low, terms easy.
used than seems the rale. It is much
the reason a prophet is not
year ago for itomach
Perhaps
and many a long
for
market.
many
the
on
had
are
gtren
that
best pianos
cheaper than prunes or aprioots of equal ( lonored in his own country is because we
>f appetite, and they hare done me 10 the
and you may rest assured that
the
grade, and requires practloally no sugar ' pt tired hearing him say: "I told yon day,
that were : nuch good, I now highly indorse
invitations
the
of
one
it.
not
with
in the simpler dishes prepared
db
κ>."
W. J".
Medicine. 1 would not keep house with·
A very few minutes is required to cook
Good resolutions too often die of mal· sent out was thrown away.
Damon.
M.
had
begun
Ernest
and
fiddler*
just
are
Yours
and
it.
the
>ut
quickly
When
easily
they
dates,
lutrition.
truly,
Bllllnge Blools.,
washed and stoned. They come from a
The truth is mighty, and on tomb- to fiddle and the dancers had lined up
The appetite must be good to assure
Maine.
dusty and not too hyglenlo country, how- 1 itones it's mighty scarce.
Jbe right assimilation of food and conse- •outh. Pari·,
ever, and should be washed thoroughly,
Most troubles are not worth the time
There
whether they are to be eaten cooked or t takes to tell them.
juently vigor of mind and body.
βο YEARS'
uncooked. After washing, drain and rebut
Success is often the result of a oneire many ways to secure an appetite,
EXPERIENCE
Some rery pleasing sard draw in the
move the stones.
game of life.
he easiest, quickest and surest is to take ««L.
ways of serving them are the following:
There is no excuse for the pessimist
P." Atwood's Medicine. Try it to-day.
DATE BLANC MANGE.
irho has never been married.

I and

Ko. 420.—A CroMk

sshs

BUILDING PLANS FREE

423.—Diamond.
2. A quick bow. S.
decorative green. 4. A fes5. An Irish nickname. 0. A

Ko.

Twelve calendar months.
IM.

rust proof caps—water proofed on bofA
and cauae leaks.
so strong a guaranty—wAy It lasts
Theee are some of the reasons why we can give Paroid
S. Gov't., railways, factories and farmers everywhere.
so long—why it is so largely used by the U.
our
on
guaranty.
it,
is
that
you try
All we ask
but send for sample· and price·.
U your dealer cannot supply you, don't take a substitute

S. P. MAXIM &

|

Mo. 424.—A Salutation.
The words defined when arranged as
numbered will give α joyful salutation.
2. A
1. Received with gladness.
4
article.
definite
A
3.
preposition.
Affected with pleasure. 5. Recent, β.

BBRIjIN AND OOHHAM,

Roofina

|

sharp

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

On-ftîJ

jure;

tival day.

SIMON STAHL,
Faroia

4>1^Β«Ιι··41·κ· Hd Carta ilia ν·.
Behead and curtail and change a gem
Into a part of the bo4*; η power into ·
beverage; a part of a country Into a
tvay of doing fancywork; u dishonest
inperson into to flee; clever into to
a sweet substance Into a unit; to I
raze into a pine tree product; to jump
about into a small animal; a scent bag
Into a pain, a covering Into a negative;
to punish into a receptacle; malice into
an opening; grit into a form of wit;
foolish Into not well; a piece of work
different stitches Into suffiΙο.

A.

For Price and Particulars address,

The

*>a^,M^&gs5aiiagg
CoLimif, Oxford Democrat, Sontli Parte, Μα

L A consonant.

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.

one

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

or

Jordan, guardian.

ENID A. and MERLE F. DAILEY, minor
w^rds,of Canton; flrst account presented for
by Nellie F. Dalley, guardian.

BONDS FOR SALE.

allowance

RUTII BOWMAN, late of Hebron, deceased;
Norway Water Co. of Norway, Me. second account
presented for allowance by An
tack, the patient suffered from some
U. Bowman, administrator.
sel
Four per cent twentyPint
Mortgage
form of Rheumatism. This dangerous
WILSON STILLMAN, late of Pero, deceased ;
bonds in 1100 and $500 pieces.
disease should not be neglected, espe- year
l>ctltlon for partlil distribution presented Ly
Price 101.
such
within
cure
James S. Wright, administrator.
cially where there is a
For Sale at Norway National Bank.
STANLEY SIIURTLEF-r, of Paris, minor
easy reao.h. We refer to Smith's Speward; pet'.tlon for license to sell and convey real
cific Uric-O, a harmless compound, free
estate
presented by Frank A. Shuttle(T, guardian
to
made
and
from alcohol and poison,
Uric-0 acts
ALPHONZO C. JONES, late of Paris, «tccure Rheumatism only.
ceascd ; will and petition for prolate thereof pre·
with marvelous swiftness on the blood,
sented by Walters. Jones, the executor thereto
muscles and kidneys, and cannot fail
named.
of Brooklyn.
to remove all traces of poisonous Uric
and Rheumatic acid from the system.
Urlc-0 is not a cathartic, does not affect
or distress the stomach, and is the oaly
known liquid preparation that will relieve and permanently cure Rheumatism in its most distressing· forms. We
want all Rheumatic sufferers to test the
merits of Uric-O, therefore by address-

STEPHEN R. PARSONS, Iste of Pads, de
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1906.
account presented for allowance by
$ 668,000 00 ceased ; first
Real Estate
Oscar W. Parsons, administrator.
00
48,000
Mortgage Loans,
01,000 00
Collateral Loans,
ADDISON E. HERRICE, Judge of said Court.
6,790,604 00 A true copy—Attest :
Stocks and Bonds
990,210 62
Cash In Office and Hank
ALBERT D. PARK, Register
968,357 10
Agents' Balance
10,063 70
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,
63,083 89
$'.',301,32140
$9 501.321 40

Gross Assets
Admitted Assets

COMPANY,SYRing the SMITH aDRÛG
liberal size sample and

LIABILITIES
31,
ACUSE, N. Y.,
φ 374,808 22
circular will be sent free. Uric-O is Net Unpaid Losses
5,290,103 10
sold by Druggists at 91.00 per bottle, Unearned Premiums,
Allotlicr Liabilities,
709,SMS 21
of
or will be sent direct upon receipt
Dr. Austin Tenney, Oculist, will
1,500,000 00
Cash Capital
1,626,823 87 be at Elm
8urplus over all Liabilities
price.
ThursHouse,
Uric-O is sold and recommended in Total Liabilities and Surplus,
A. m.
99,501,321 40 day,
Hours,
10:30
South Paris and West Paris by F. A.
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agents,
examined free.
to 4 p. m.
Shurtleff «ft Co.
South Paris, Maine.
1906.

DEC.

Norway,

Ja^. 17th.
Eyes

—

Underwood

Straight Talks on

Patent Medicines
The "Recall* Remedies are successful and this is

why.
They were placed on the market three years ago. They have
•cored already the record of the greatest success ever known in the
of the drug business.
history
"
Come and go popularity
!
may arise from any number of causes
(hullabaloo advertising among them) and may or may not be founded

"

I'll do na much for an Inch?"
you some day, sir,' saiil (ho policeman,
DATE TEA CAKE.
.None· of Urvnl Men.
gratefully, as he took the turning to the
Cream ha!f α cupful of butter with left and quickly disappeared."
Prominent noses seem to have been
three-fourths cupful of sugar, add one
the property of many great men. Lyed down from the goose.
beaten egg aud a cupful of sour cream in CHRONIC CONSTIPATION CURED.
curgu.-i and Solon had uoses six inches
which has been dissolved one level teaOue who suffers from chronic constipalu length, and Ovid was suruamed
Key to the Puailer.
spoonful of baking soda. Flavor with tion is in danger of many aerious ail- Κακό on account of his large nose.
to
make
flour
Fruit
Laxative
Add
ments.
Orino
Syrup
Dan.
just
J.
2.
enough
nutmeg.
1.
No. 413.—Diamond:
derived his name from
a soft dough that will roll out in a thin cures chronio constipation as it aids di- Sclpio Nasica
3. Saudy. 4. January. 5. Grand. 6.
Divide it in two parts. Over gestion and stimulates the liver and his prominent olfactory organ, and
sheet.
Arc. 7. Y.
one-half spread a layer of finely-chopped bowels, restoring the natural action of Alexander the Great and Cardinals
No. 414.- "F" Puzzle: Festoou, fruit,
dates, place the other sheet of paste on these organs. Commence taking it to- U'oisey aud Richelieu all had large
feet,
floor,
flowers, ferns, fork, fringe,
top, press lightly together and cut into day and you will feel better at onco. uoses. On the medals of Cyrus aud
small round or square cakes. Bake in a Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does not Artaxerxes their noses came clear out
fttu. frock, fashions, face, feather.
nauseate or gripe and in very pleasant to
No. 415.—Rhomboids: 1.—Across: 1. hot oven.
Washington's
to the rim of the coin.
take. Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurt-1. Eden.
DATE AND APPLE PIE.
3. Dine.
2. rare.
Mule.
was tin· true aquiline type, indicative
leff
Co.
&
Dowu: 1. M. 2. Up. 3. Lad. 4. Erie.
Line a pie plate with a good crust, fill
of lirinuett* and patience, as was the
it with a mixture of chopped dates and
5. EncL β. Ee. 7. N.
Urs. Upptown—My husband is a plain nose of Julius Caesar. Molminmed hail
3. apples, sprinkle over half a teaspoonfui
2. Fear.
II.—Across: 1. Sore.
Ho alwaya calla a spado a a singular nose. It was so curved thai
of cinnamon and half a cupful of sugar; speaker.
Drip. 4. Spot. Down: 1. S. 2. Of. 3. cover with a
a writer has told us that the point of It
crust and bako abuut apade.
top
Mrs. Urban—So does mine; but I seemed continually striving to Insert
Red. 4. Ears. 5. Rip. 6. Po. 7. T.
half an hoar in a good oven. Serve hot
a
wouldn't care to repeat what he calla
No. 418.—'Transpositions:
Itself between his lips. The noses of
or cold with or without cream and sugar.
snowshovel.
In the spring rhubarb may be pleasingly
Franklin. Shakespeare and Dr. John
Oh. yes. New Year, we like your way,
substituted for the apple part of this SPECIAL
Cheery us ever, blithe nnd guy.
RE- sou all had wide nostrils, betokening
And yot we know your childish will—
pie.
GARDING THE NATIONAL PURE strength and love of thought. The nose
ïou promise well, but don't fulfill
of Napoleon was exquisitely though
DATE CHAltLOTTE.
Alwuya, New Year.
FOOD AND DRUG LAW.
chiseled. He often said, "Give
Tut half of a small loaf of white bread
Wo are pleased to announce that firmly
No. 417.—An Eastern Puzzle: The old
me a man with plenty of nose!" Fredthin slices, trim off the crusts, and
into
and
for
coldi
Tar
camels
seventeen
the
coughs,
Foley's Honey
dervish divided
spread each with butter and a thin layer and lung troubles is not affected by the erick the Great had so large a nose
into the desired proportions by adding
of apple or quince jelly. Line a butter- National Pure Food and Drug law as it
that Limiter offered to wager that
one of his own to the number, thus ed
pudding dish with them, and spread contains no opiates or other harmful blindfolded he could tell It among 10.·
making eighteen. The eldest brother over half a cupful of dates cut in small
drugs, and wo recommend it aa a aafe 000 by merely taking It between bis
then took his half, nine; the second pieces. Then put in another laver of remedy for children and adulte. F. Α.
thumb and forefinger.
half
another
and
bread
the
buttered
cup- Shurleff A Co.
his third, six; the third his ninth, two,
a
finish
with
and
the
ful
of
date
pieces,
making seventeen In all and giving
B' r Game Dlrd·.
of bread. Cover with a custard
Oyer—Since Jobson's marriage be hai
buck the one camel over to its owner, layer
The capercailzie, or "black game 1)1 rd
made with one quart of milk, three or been leading a regular dog's life.
the wise dervish.
four eggs, half a cupful of sugar and a
of Norway." Is one of the Invest speMyer—You d^n't say!
No. 418.—Charade: Hookworm.
Gyer—Fact. His wife pets him from cies of game birds In the world, being
pinch of salt. Pour it slowly over the
No. 410.—A Boy: Calves, pupils, nails, bread and let it stand for half an hour. morning till night.
very hardy and frequently attaluiug a
lashes, spine, Bake in a moderate oven about one hour.
crown, drum, tongue,
The editor of the Memphia, Tenn., weight exceeding fifteen pounde. but
cream
and
without
with
or
Serve
sugar.
palms, Iris.
"Timea" writes: "In my opinion Fo- when the birds are young they are
No. 420.—Triple Beheadings: 1. MinDATE DESSERT.
ley's Honey and Tar is the beat remedy easy prey of hawks. Tbe birds are
or. 2. Spl-lt.
Put a laver of fresh cottage cheese in for oougha, colds and lung trouble, and what are known as "rangers" for the
a glass dish and sprinkle with a little to my owu personal knowledge Foley's
reaRon that while in quest of food
LA
AND PNEUMONIA.
Over this Honey and Tar has accomplished many
cream to make slightly moist.
cover a wide expnnse of territory.
they
Foley's Boney and Tar cures la gripp< place a layer of chopped dates mixed permanent cures that have been little During periods of heavy snowfall they
coughs and prevents pneumonia. Re with one-third the amount of chopped abort of marveloua." Refuae any but
burrow Into the snow and remain until
fuse any but the genuine in the yellon nut meats. Dust lightly with granulat- the genuine in the yellow package. F.
the storm subsides before venturing
ed sugar, put in another layer of the A. Shurtleff A Co.
package. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
out again. Their food In winter concheese, then one of dates, and finish with
"He believea thoroughly in himaelf," sists chiefly of birch buds, and In sum"Did you say that John D. Rocke- a rather thick layer of the cheese made
mer they catch mice and other small
feller's income Is 92 every time the slightly moist with cream.
Sprinkle said the admiring friend.
"Tes," answered Mies Cayenne, "Some animals. They are rated as members
with sugar and garnish with a few waldock ticks?"
1"
so
credulous
are
people
"Tes," answered the freak mathema- nut meats.—Ex.
of the grouse family and in habits are
tical
much like the partridge.—Forest and
a good old world after all;
It's
"I can't believe it. If it were true,
Household Hints.
Stream.
If you have no friends or money,
the Standard Oil Company would have a
To remove mud spots from black In the river
you can fall;
clock trust with every time-pieoe in the
Patti'a Flrat iilltmM.
clothes, rab carefully with a raw potato
Marriages are quite common and,
country running fast."
will
and they
disappear.
Adellna Patti once gave tbe followMore people there would be,
When making hot starch, use soapy
Provided you take Rocky Mountain ing account of her first audience: At
It's the highest standard of quality, s water. It will give a gloss to the linen
Tea.
six years of age I was a prima donna
natural tonic, cleaoees your system, red- and prevent the iron from sticking to it.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. ; O. D. Stevens.
of tbe nursery. When I bad been put
dens the cheeks, brightens the eyes, givei
If you suffer from heartburn try eating
to bed on my return home with my
flavor to ail yon eat. Holllster'e Rockj a small piece of dried orange pool when
"Wyndley doesn't play the cornet any father and mother from the opera 1
Mountain Tea will do this for yon. 35 the attack comes on. This will often
more, does he?" "No, be thought he'd used to make sure that they and tbe
cents, Tea or Tablets. F. ▲. Shurtleff work wonders.
better give it up." "Bad for his lungs,
Λ Co. ; O. D. Stevens.
rest of the family were asleep, and
If food becomes slightly burned while
eh?" "It wasn't that. One of the neighcooking, set the pan at once in a basin bors shot two keys off the instrument then I would hop out from beneath the
will
unof
and
its
flavor
be
cold
water,
counterpane and fancy myself a great
Young Husband—Don't you think,
while he was playing it."
cantatrice, bowing before tbe plaudits
darling, that my smoke is likely to spoil injured.
a
small
While
boiling cabbage,' place
the curtains?
of a huge audience. I admit my audiTHIS MAY INTEREST YOU.
and
Young Wife—You are the best and piece of stale white bread in the pot,
No one is Immune from kidney trouble, ence was a little apathetic, but, after
will
be
the
objectionable
you
spared
most considerate husband that ever
that Is not to bis wondered'at. for
smell that usually accompanies this so just remember that Foley's Kidney all,
lived, dear. Of conrse, it would.
Ε. W.
Cure will stop the irregularities and cure they were ouly a row of dolls which I
Steam
and
process.
had
Young Husband—Well, then, you
To clean a gold chain, place for a any case of kidney and bladder trouble had ranged on chairs before me.
better take them down.
Fmt Sale Cheap.
moment in a cupful of ammonia and that is not beyond the reach of mediI· Doabt.
three parts of water to one cine. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Second band, six horse power
and Tar cures the most water, using
Foley's
of ammonia. Polish finally with a clean
I Will fnrnUh DOORS Ud WINDOWS of aay
On α famous rifle range there was
and
boiler.
horse
the
cold
and
eight
obstinate
engine
power
ooughs
expels
"What makes Mabel look bo worried
SIm or Style it nHoubli prtoe·.
chamois leather.
an Important team match oue day.
from the system as it is mildly laxative.
Call and see them at A. C.
To whiten piano keys, rub with clean, these days?"
were firing In pairs, oue
is
The
is
in
the
It
genuine
guaranteed.
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.
"She doesn't know whether to make and tbe men
soft rag dipped in alcohol. If very yelyellow package. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. low, a piece of flannel moistened with her figure like those in the fashion for encb team, side by side. The best
shot on the home team was given to
ι If te «ut of any kted of Vtelah ter IaaMa or
eau de cologne shonld be used instead- plates or the physioal culture books."
Oatakte work, «oed te y oar order». Pine Lum
Service
aiming so long that bets were made ou
"What's the matter, ohild?" asked the
When ironing stand on a hassock. You
•j«r &nd Shtefle· on hand Cbeap for CMta.
bride's mother.
A tissue builder, reoonstructor, builds whether or not he had gone to sleep at
will be surprised how mnch less tired
Berkshire Boar, just
A
and
Work. "I'm afraid he d-d-doeen't love me any you are at the end of the day when yon up waste force, makes strong nerves and tbe firing jwlnt. Presently he wltb
muscle. You will realise after taking
drew his head from tbe stock of his
more," the sweet girl sobbed. "At the stand on the floor.
size. Service fee $i .00.
the
Matched Hard Wood Floor Board· (or sale.
dance last night he marked off only the
To prevent stoekings wearing at the Holiister's Rooky Mountain Tea what a rifle, lowered tbe barrel and asked bis
85
it
will
wonderful
benefit
be
to
line
the
back
a
first,
the
shoe
with
seoond,
fourth,
sixth,
of
ninth,
eighth,
heels,
you.
A. K.
opponent in a low voice:
G. W.
eleventh, thirteenth and fourteenth tor piece of black velvet and this will pr··, cents, Tea or Tablets. 7. A. Shurtleff
MDld I fire or did you Î"—Forest and
South Paris, Me.
....
vent all robbing.
Λ Co.; 0. D. Stevens.
Waal êwaaar,
Matea. h-b-hieaatf."
Stream
A man and a goose once went up in
α balloon together. The balloon buret
and they Ian led on the church steeple.
How did the man get dowu? He pick-
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Rexall

REXALL DYSPEPSIA TABLETS

"

family:

FOR HOWES—

AMEfUCANTTIS ELIXIR
The remarkable success of
Rexali Dyspepsia Τ able ts is
Americanitis ElixRexali
largely due to the new and sue* The
ccssful method of manufacture, ir is a tonic nerve food composed
whereby the well known prop- chiefly of free Phosphorus,
erties of Bismuth Subnitrate
Glycophosphates, Iron Pyro·
and Pepsin have been combined phosphate and Calisaya.
The wonderful results of this
with carminitives and other
remedy are due to the fact that
agents.
Bismuth Subnitrate and Pep- ^ supplies I hosphorus to the
sin are recognized by the entire
ίη .a coj}dition in
medical profession as specifics which it can be immediately and
for acute indigestion or chronic easily taken up by them, it is

M?X°pKS £

dyspepsia.

The pepsin used Is manuficwhich remains in'
tured under a new process phosphoru,
unoxidized-is used.
which develops its grea est efactual
The
ficiency Pepsin not only sup- nerve tÎssue lîuilders, are one of
plies to the digestive machinery hc mQst rccent an'd valuabIe
one of the most important ele* a,idUinn« to thr
nf »hî«
ments of the digestive fluid, but
branch of medicine and unqucs.
it seems to exert a tonic influa more efRdent 'rem.
tionab,

definftely
<?iyCophosphates,

ence

upon all the glands which
the other elements.

supply all

tb^n

d

lbe

w

e

11

k ηο

w

η

Hypophosphites.
The carminitives add propI he Iron Pyrophosphates is
erties which promptly relieve the most easily assimilated form
pains caused by undigested food. 0{ iron which gives tone and
The combination of the color, and the combined alkawhole makes a remedy abso- loids of Calisaya Bark have a

lutely

invaluable to any man or
suffering from Dvspepbut
sia—and not only a
a cure which works gradually
rebuilding and stimulating the
glands which perform the digestive functions. Package, 25c.
woman

remedy

"Rexali" Guarantee Appears

tonic effect on almost all the
functions of the body.
In compounding these vari-

elements, the very highest
degree of pharmaceutical skill
has been employed. 75c. and
ous

#1.50 a bottle.
on

each

package:

This preparation is guaranteed to give satisfaction. If it does not,
It belongs to you and we want you
come back and get your money.
to have it"
u

F. A. SHURTLEFF &
The

Honey

Also Window & Door Frames.

For

or

it deserves

three famous members of the

E

Quinine
CIAUDLER,

are

Kwers

Cures· Cold m One Day, Grip in Two.
Engine

plan, the idea,

or

reasoa

fOR CATARRH—MUCU*TORÇ

GRIPPE

iSei

other

The chief ingredients of
Mucu-Tone are Gentian, Cu·
bebs, Cafscara Sagrada, Glycerine, and Sarsaparflla.
Gentian is recognized in medIcine as ο η e of the greatest
tonics ever discovered. It is
the foundation on which MucuTone is built. Gentian combines in high degree the tonic
of all the known "bit"
s
wii!h none of the disadvantages applying to them.
Cubcbs have long. been recOffnued as a specific in the treatment ofall catarrhal conditions,
Its action is prompt and its
benefit almost ^variable. In
whatever part of the body the
inflamed or diseased condition
of the mucous membrane exists,
the use of Cubebs has been
recommended by the best physicians for many generations.
Cascara Sagrada is espedally introduced for its neces·
sary laxative properties.
The combination of these
with Glycerine and Sarsaparilla
makes Mucu-Tone a remedy
that attacks catarrh from every
oint, gradually restores and re·
uilds the diseased tissues to
their former health and strength,
promotes digestion and creates
a normal appetite.
Bottle, 50c.

Remember the Fafl Name

1 .axative Rromo

no

Here

Exchange Street, Portland, Maine.

Always

for

ingredients.

experi-

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

But the man, the

The success of the " Rexall " Remedies is therefore the first evidence
of their real merit They sell because they cure, and they cure because each one of them is the best remedy known to medical science
for the particular ailment it is made to relieve.
There are nearly 200 remedies sold under the " Rexall " name,
I
each for one disease or one purpose. Each of these has been selected
by a committee of experts from among all other remedies 6f its
class, for manufacture and sale by The United Drug Company, a cooperative association of leading American druggists.
Wherever you see the name "Rexall," you may know that it
Stands for a formula scientifically correct and proved efficient in actual,
long extended practice. We know these formulas and are glad to
answer all inquiries regarding them, giving full information as to the

all conditions, adapted
to all classes of work,

and free from
mental defects.

real worthiness.

truly succeeds, does so because he

aortes.

CO., Druggists

jfexott Store
NOTICE.

The subscriber hrrebv jrfve» notice that be
The iubecrlber hereby fire· notice that eh·
baa been duly appointed executrix of the but hu been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
•win and teetament of
FRANCES C. STOWS, lata of Parla,
CYNTHIA. B. MORRILL, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deoeaaad, and flrea η the County of Oxforil, deceased, and given
AM persons baring
bond· aa the law direct·.
bond· aa the law directe.
peraon·
and» ayalaet the aetata ο
demand· against the eatate of aald deoeaaed are
ara dealred to praeant the eaaa for mM»· deal red to preeent the cam· for settlement, and
Mat, and all Indebted thereto are reqoeetad to all Indebted thereto are requeued to auk· pay·
mftke daimbI liniffltiHlT·
ment Immediately.
WAV? .*+%>. Ë*OWM.
JAMBS ▲. AMU.
Jan. ISth, 1907.

^havln^

jS.Wk.1907.^

NOTICE.

The snbecrlber hereby give· notice that be
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
HENRY O. WALKER, late of Lovell,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons hartnf
bonds as tbo law dlrecta.
demands against the estate of said dtceaied
an deal red to present the sum for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

P^rme^mmedtaidy. JAM-e B

WALUB.

